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LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

|

1914.
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AT THI ELLSWORTH POSTOPFIOB

No.
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I

Earl and Carl. The remains were brought
Ellsworth for interment.

18.

SbbctfgtmMtg

to

L. H. Cushman is visiting relatives
Massachusetts.
Last Saturday she
marched with the college w'oroen, In Boston’s great parade for equal suffrage.
The children of the Unitarian Sunday
school were entertained by the ladies of
Mrs.

♦O40^«VO^O»O#O4O#0^O4C»a*O^O*O*O»O*O#O*O*O4t i

in

The Burrill National Bank

A Holz—Bakery.
For sale—Boat.
Eastern Steamship Co.
New England Tel <fc Tel Co.
B O Moore—Druggist.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
G A Parcber—Druggist.

OF ELLSWORTH

Portland,'Mb:

Unsurpassed service and monthly interest should be an
inducement. Write us to-day. State some amount as an
average balance and let us show you what you are losing.

Neal Institute.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

In

Hours, 9 to 4; Sat., 9 to 1.

83 Main St.,

effect Feb. 2, 1914

on

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICB

Interest on Deposits

is

factor of

a

with

importance to
checking account.

a

pays liberal

besides

interest

providing

safeguard
banking.
by mail to

For Week

m.

ELLSWORTH.

in accordance with modern
us how we can serve
you
YOUli best advantage.

Ending at Midnight Tuetdsy,
May S, 1914.
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CO.

Average

by

the

Barrel,

j

April,

Falls,

George L. Monroe
husband,

is home.

has gone to Madwho is employed

Mrs. James T. Cushman is seriously ill

daughter,

the homo of her

Mrs. An-

drew M. Moor.

l

Ellsworth.

Telephone

00-3

was

ground

will be

Although the spring ia lat«-, OARDKN TIME is almont here.
you think of so filled with pleasant anticipations as these

What words

regular meeting of Wm.

a

meeting

Women’s Athletic

Remember that Next Sunday is Mothers’ Day.

W.

a

widow aud

a

three

INSURANCE

If you haven’t
any insurance on your buildings or if your policy is
alxiut to expire, call and let me prove to you that your property may be
fully protected in ttie largest companies and at reasonable rates.

Wm. E. WHITING. Ellsworth, Me,
WASHERS.

theliind that are offered sis premiums in any newspaper, but the origin
in*! and only
really vacuum washer on the market, made or the best heavy tinin“ "usher originally sold for $3.50. Having a few on hand I will sell them
r v-,50
while
last. Call and see them, also try them.

,^0t.

they

Ob

Improved, Predictive Real

J'J'JNJRRILL ft SOM,
Ot

Eitate;
•

*

Helen C. Rhodes,
Eocklmnd,

will he st Mr«. C. 8. Johmton’r,
* with a Ml

2^^be.e.k.,M.y
HAIR GOODS

bombings

of all kinds.

(Tade in Any Style to Suit.

to
oo

of

resident

sons

Charles,

Ellsworth,

Maine

LOAN

Collateral aad Commercial

Paper.

16 Strte St, Ellsworth, Me
WANTED—LADIES
To know I Make Switches From Your

—

50c to You.
brought

month

sent to

our

we

store

this

will

as

lacking in

are

bition, get tired too easily,
gooo as it ought to be, you

am-

“wind” not
need

as

tonic—

a

a
system builder, something to restore
ambition, strength and “wind”.

KKXALL SARSAPARILLA TONIC
will do this or we will refund your money.
We guarantee it to overcome the things
drained your

vitality,

to

help

put your blood in shape, and aid in repairing the waste and in bringing back
the healthy functions of every organ.
WORN-OUT WORKERS

*

health and vigor
need Sarsaparilla Tonic four times a day.
It enriches the blood. It arouses appetite,
assists digestion, strengthens the bow'els
and helps remove noxious substances from
the system. It is for building up brokenIt tones up, refreshes and
down systems.
invigorates the entire system. Long experience has convinced us of its genuine
value. This is why we recommend it so
confidently to you. If it does not do all
we say, your money will be uncomplainingly refunded. A bottle containing 128
who want

a

renewal of

adult doses costs
extra.

fl.OO.

By parcel post

10c

Sold only at The Rexall Store.

Combings, $1.50.

Harriet N. Milliken,
175 Tremont Street,

Boom 57.

Boston, Mass.

E. G. Moore,
Corner Opp. P. O.

the

first of the

investment bonds of established value.

5
5

and theft.

The cost is but normal.
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“If the young man ever expects to succeed in busihe must be economical. No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is receiving, he should

lakes in

always

this vi-

save a

portion

and

reported.
visitor

Ellsworth
W. H. Adams,
the trans-continental walker, who is nearing the end of a long tramp from Vancouver, B. C., to St. John, N. B. He obtained
a certificate from City Clerk
Cunningham
showing that he had visited Ellsworth.
Mrs.

of last week

in

was

James E. Parsons, of Lubec, and
Mrs. F. A. Coombs, of East

daughter,
Orange, N. J.,

have been

spending

few

ELLSWORTH PUPILS.
Hurley; chancellor, E. L. Druratney; recorder, John H. Bresnahan; financial
secretary, John W. Coughlin; treasurer, School Census Shows a Slight Falling
Off From Last Year.
Daniel E. Hurley; advocate, Tony BernThe Ellsworth school census this year
ardini; warden, David Carney; inside
?uard, Daniel E. Doyle; outside guard, shows 862 children of school age, of whom
rhomas A. Gaynor; trustees, Frank J. 449 are boys and 413 girls. This is a loss
Dunleavy, Patrick E. Kearns, Edward E. from last year of 27. There has been a
Brady. Sheridan council is busy with ar- falling off each year for some time, except
rangements for the annual meeting of the

last.

days at their old home here. Mrs. Coombs,
who has been visiting her parents in Lubec, will return to East Orange to-morrow,
Mrs. Parsons returning to Lubec the same

State council to be

in

day.

cock

a

meetings

The

day.

held here

next Tues-

evening,

with

a

banquet

at the

at

Maplewood park.

an

Mr.

on

OF CAPT. GOODWIN.

Captain

Ellsworth

Receives

in

972 of

school age;

1913, 889,

a

gain

of

with

Han-

house.

DEATH

were

Comparing this year’s figures and names
last year, Superintendent of Schools
Henry W. Conley says:
“There were about 62
names
placed

will be held at Odd Fellows hall afternoon
and

In 1910 there

1911, 956; 1912, 885;

four.

of the State council

Charles

has

Me.

good catches of

some

interesting

Wednesday

J

of his income.”

Ellsworth,

earlier,

♦

ness

Established 1873.

week

the list of those who moved

worth during the year;
became of school

dren

Fatal

a

enviable

reputation
among horsemen as a handler of horses,
and already has some good ones in his
stable. He will handle Maine Todd for
Mr. Greely this season.

total of 112

new

into Ells-

about

But

names.

50

chil-

(5 years)

ago

—

lost

we

Injuries on Board Ills Vessel.
fifty-one by the maturing of ages
Capt. Samuel A. Goodwin, of Ellsworth,
(those who arrived at the age of 21), and
died
Monday evening at the Lawrence 63
by removals from town; four have died,
inof
in
New
Conn.,
London,
hospital,
three had to be counted out of last year’s
on
earlier
a
few
hours
received
juries
list because of a duplication of names,
The Dirigo club entertainment, consist- board his vessel, the schooner Harry W.
a mistake that can easily be made in hunting of the original sketch, “At the Big Haynes.
ing, up hundreds of names, and 18 have in
from
West
SulliC.
will
bound
be
the
The
atGame,” by Roy
Haines,
schooner,
other ways disappeared and do not now
traction at Hancock hall this evening. van for New York with stone, was proto us.
The cast of characters and musical pro- ceeding up Long Island pound, and was belong
“The above classification is not in every
when
the
acciin
The
American
last opposite Say brook, Conn.,
gram appeared
exact or clear, but is enough to
week. A dance will follow the entertain- dent
Capt. Goodwin was way
happened.
show the situation.
The losses have been
with
music
ment,
by Monaghan’s struck by the tiy-wheel of the hoisting
in wards 1 and 5, and in their outorchestra. The entertainment will begin engine, receiving injuries from which he mostly
From one section of ward
His son, lying portions.
at 8 o’clock sharp.
was unconscious from the first.
5, where 36 were found last year, 15 have
Ira B. Hagan, jr., of Ellsworth Falls, has Capt. Sidney A. Goodwin, who was with moved to other towns.
The city proper
been appointed by the State highway com- him as mate, put in to Saybrook and and the Fails have held their own.
is
“What
the
prospect for next year?
mission as special engineer for State high- hurried his father to the hospital at New
He died soon after reaching the The present list shows about 57 who will
way work in district 13, which is com- London.
become 21 years old during the year. Will
posed of twenty-six towns in Hancock hospital, without regaining conscious- there be new five-year-olds to take their
place?”
and Washington counties. Edgar 1. Lord,
me news oi uapi. uooawin h uemu was
of Bar Harbor, is special engineer in disCOMING EVENTS.
trict 12, w hich is composed of about the a shock, to Ellsworth, w here he was so well
known and highly esteemed. .His son,
same number of towns in Hancock and
ELLSWORTH.
Penobscot counties.
Royal J. Goodwin, left Monday night for
Wednesday evening, May 6, at Hancock
New London, and returned this morning
Arthur Murch, a former Ellsworth boy,
hall—Original sketch, “At the Big Game,”
with the body.
Capt. Sidney Goodwin under auspices of the Dirigo club, folhas been spending a lew days in Ellslowed by a ball.
had to proceed with the vessel to New
Admission, 25 cents;
worth. Mr. Murch is employed as engireserved seats, 35 and 50 cents. Tickets on
York.
neer on the Merritt Wrecking Co. steamer
sale at Moore’s drug store.
Samuel A. Goodwin was born in EllsBelief, stationed at Kingston, Jamaica.
Saturday evening, May 9, at Society hall
worth March 18,1843, and this had always
—Dance.
The Belief recently hauled off the big
ashore

accept it for that ampart payment on a $1 bottle
of KKXALL SARSAPARILLA TONIC
ount

Savings Department we pay interest from
deposits being exempt from taxation.

County Savings Bank,

Vanderbilt

or

in accordance with stated

_

former

This Ad is Worth

that have

MONEY

Malone,

iUrocTtissnnnUB

BRACE UP! If you

/

Young

of Bates

Thurber,
George
Ellsworth, died at Bar Harbor last
He
Wednesday, aged sixty-one years.

If

M. A. CLARK, Ellsworth, Me.

THOMPSON,

the

college, Miss Hannah Frances
this city, was elected treasurer.

leaves

GARDEN”

It need not be large or pretentious to yield a heavy crop of pleasure and
satisfaction. Often the small GARDEN is a greater success than the large one.
Th- -atisfaction to be had from
producing flowers or vegetables by your own
tff'-rt is different from any other kind of pleasure. Allow yourself the pleasure of a GARDEN
experience this year. Ju»t think it over and next week we
will <>ffer further suggestions about the GARDEN; for whatever the size or
kind of a GARDEN you have it must be carefully planned.
In the meantime, if you want any cut flowers, just write to M. A. CLARK,
Ellsworth, Maine—or better, call ou the ’phone Ellsworth 13.

A.

of

association

of

—

VACUUM

the

G. A. R., next Saturday afterA full attendance is desired.

the annual

At

FIRE

sev-

Kicqpost,

noon.

“A

Friday by
squalls that whitened

ushered in last

snow'

for several hours.

There

can

the

won

J. W. Nealley and J. A. Haynes are attending the meetings of the grand masonic
bodies in Portland this week.

Thought of Spring

has left

Eaton

commission.

accounts

Our safe deposit vault is the safest to keep your valuables in.
The little steel boxes in our big steel vault are proof against both fire

and the

own

May

our

such

We deal in

£

candidates for primary
during the past

stable of his

Ellsworth and Sullivan high school
baseball teams will meet at Wyman park
next Saturday afternoon.

checking

on

been

Mrs. Lewis M. Smith and infant daughter left last week for a visit to her former
home in Virginia.

H.

A

have

W. Eaton, of Ellsworth, long
employed as trainer in E. H. Greely’s
Bangor stable, has now opened a training

Kwasind in

Water Street,

to

the hostess at
a surprise shower given Miss Edith Lord
Monday evening.
was

it will be to your advantage to

us

Hancock

her

eral thick

£

democratic candidate for the

salmon have been

The

♦

new

nell’s pond, in

Charles L. Smith, who has spent

with

Thursday night. At DonFranklin, the ice left about

a

1913,44.09°
4.7 inches.

Capt. John Whitmore, of Northeast Harbor, is in Ellsworth getting the yacht

C. W. GRINDAL,

depositor

fishermen are out in force.
The ice left Patten’s pond last Wednesday,

cinity,

temperature for April, 88.8°

Miss Bernice Eldridge

Groceries, Grass Seed.

In

month,

Roy C. Haines, republican candirepresentative to the legislature
the Ellsworth class, and Frank S.

office.

Rev. R. B. Mathews and J. H. Brimmer
are attending State conference in Bangor
this week.

COAL

We pay interest

are

The ice

there.

Kerosene Oil

week

same

ison to visit her

Roofing, Sheathing Paper,

a

terms.

date for

fair
fair
fair

The VV. C. T. U. will meet to-morrow
afternoon at 3 with Mrs. P. A. A. Killara.

at

the

fair

the wiuter in Lisbon

<£

re-

not

nominations announced

Au

Mrs.

to

are

account.

an

and Green Lake

Total rainfall for

Mrs.

Corn, Meal, Cracked Corn, Feeds, Flour,
Lime, Hair, Cement,

Among

is presumed
Qalveston, Texas.

the

fajr

relieved

were

and

landed in

from

.1

BRANCHES AT OLD TOWN. MACHIAS & DEXTER

Cyclops,

Lord,

fair

Mexico,

ceive word that he had left Mexico safely,
was
on
board the U. S. steamer

cloudy

fair

open

and

forenoon afternoon

—

EASTERNS

in

cloudy
snow,

If you

are

short visit.

was

Company

ELLSWORTH

8 100,000
100,000
Total Resources, 1,600,000

boy

Mrs. Harriet C. Davis, who has spent
the winter in Massachusetts and Bermuda,
arrived home this week, for the summer.
Her daughter, Mrs. J.
A. Bryant, of
Newton, Mass., accompanied her for a

who

observations
taken at the power
station of the Bar Harbor At Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four honrs
ending at midnight; snowfall is. ot course,
reduced to water. 1
Weather
Precipconditions
Ration
Temperature

Ask

now, and the fireR
men and

Ellsworth friends of Daniel E. Loweree,

IS

[From

deposits,

every convenience and

»

5.00,9 p
3.45 p m.

honr before mail closes.
WEATHER

every person
This bank

such

on

a m;

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an

vicinity

M. Gallert, Sec'y.

Capital,
Surplus,

smokers.

From West—7.18 a m; 4.14 p m.
From East—11.06, am: 5 86, 10.62 p

m;

in that

attributed to carelessness of

MAILS BECEIVBD.

Goino WEST—10.80,
Goino East—6.45 a

OF"

The firemen were called out Sunday and
again Monday for fires in the woods near
the standpipe. The mayflower harvest is

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Henry H. Higgins, Trees.

Union Trust

the parish at the vestry last Wednesday
evening. Supper was served at 6.30, followed by a short entertainment and games.
Mrs. Myrtle Leonard and Fred Sabn
were arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal court last Friday, charged with disturbiog the peace.
They were found
guilty and sentenced to thirty days in
jail.

Wanted—Boy.

Admr notice—Susan A Smith.
Lost—Savings bank book.
In bankruptcy—John LThom.
—Andrew M Moor.
Notice of foreclosure—Julia A Leonard.
A E Crabtree—Motorcyle.
Notice—Eugene Chick.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust &. Hanking Co.

will pay you 2 per cent, on your
check balances of $500 or over,
crediting interest monthly.

John A. Peters, Pres.

steam

while

yacht,

which

went

southern

cruise, and
towed her to New York. The trip North
gave Mr. Murch opportunity for one of
his infrequent visits to his old home. He
left Monday to rejoin his steamer.
on

a

largely attended meeting of the
Unitarian parish last Thursday evening,
it was voted to extend a call to Bev. J. W.
Tickle, of Surry, to become the pastor of
At

a

the church.

Mr.

Tickle,

as

previously

The American, recently left the
Methodist denomination to enter the Unitarian church.
He has been located at
Surry the past few months. The Ellsworth church will be his first Unitarian
charge. He has been supplying the pulpit
here the past mouth. Mr. Tickle will occupy the E. B. Wyman house on Beal
slated in

avenue, and will

move

here

to-day.

Moore received notice last
week that he had successfully passed the
physical examination for admission to
West Point military academy, and to reMoore received the
port on June 15.
Maine appointment through Senator Burleigh last year. He has spent the winter
at a preparatory school in Annapolis, and
with the passage of the physical examination which he took just before coming
home three weeks ago, he has .met all the
requirements. Young Moore is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. a. Moore, of Ellsworth,
and a graduate of the Ellsworth high
school, class of 1912. His Ellsworth
friends are congratulating him.

Bryant

E.

Officers of Philip H. Sheridan
council,
Knights of Columbus, were installed last

Thursday evening by Urand Knight of
Maine Finnegan, assisted by John H.
Kelley, of Bangor. The newly-installed
officers

are:

Ellsworth, Me. Doyle; deputy

Grand
grand

knight,

John E.
knight, Jeremiah

home, though he had spent many

been his

years at
schooner
the

City

Halls.

years had

of

first vessel

Chelsea,

Tuesday, June 2,10.30, at Hancock hall—
Progressive county convention.

the

was

built for him

by

he sailed the schooner
Archer, and for about eighteen |
Later

W illiam H.

Haynes.

His

sea.

master of the

been

Capt. Goodwin

was a

Harry

\V.

member of

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., and of VVm
H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., having served in
the navy during the Civil war.
He leaves a widow and three children—
Royal J., Sidney A. and Ruth, all of Ellsworth. He is also survived by one brother

j

|

a&Otrtisctncms.

The 1914 Way
The

|

1914

way—the

new

and

best way—is to send to

Parcher’
!

Drug

Store

for

George Goodwin, of Dr. Daniels’ Remedies for HouseJoseph Poraroy and
Mrs. Curtis R. Foster, of Ellsworth; Mrs.
hold Pets.
Mary Usher, of Bangor; Mrs. Belle Clark
and Misses Sarah and Frances Goodwin, j
We carry a complete stock of tha
of Lynn, Mass. The sympathy of all goes j
famous I)r. Daniels’ Remedies for the
Dut to the family in their sudden bereavepent, and especially to the widow, upon Horse, Dog and Cat which always
whom the blow falls so heavily.
prove reliable.
Arrangements for the funeral have not ! Horse Colic Cure
been announced, as it is hoped Capt. SidHorse Distemper Remedy
in
and

six

sisters

Eureka, Cal.,

—

Mrs.

ney Goodwin will reach New York
to return home for the funeral.

time

Horse Worm Killer
Renovator Powders

Horse

Dog Mange Remedy
NOKTH HANCOCK.

Daniels’ Flea Powder
Daniels’ Car bo Nerus
Ryder Butler, jr., of Chicago, son of the Daniels’ Tonic Pills
[ate W. K. Butler of this place, was a Restorative Tablets
ihock to friends here. He was twenty- Puppy Vermifuge
After graduating from j Antiseptic Healing Powder
ive years old.
Harvard live years ago, he decided to I Katonic for Cats
learn the railroad business, and after two Worm Drops for Cats
with the Boston & Maine accepted a Eye Lotion
News

of the sadden death of

Wilson

years

flattering offer from the Chicago & NorthHe
>rn
railroad.
leaves, besides his
mother, three brothers and two] sisters.
The body was brought here for interment.

Dog Soap
Daniels’ Dog Bread
Daniels’ Puppy Bread

FREE
book given away with every 50c
purchase of horBe remedies. A dog or cat
book given away with every 26c purchase
of dog or cat remedies.
A horse

Capt. N. H. Means lost his glasses on Main
to-day. Finder please return them

street

promptly—Advt.

AtJDcrtttnnrntt.
AbBrrlisrmtnt*.

fflutual Unufit Column.

SUNDAY SCHOOL.

EDITED BY ***UNT

Its Motto:

MADflK".

“Helpfvl and Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
for the com
Being for the common good, It
mon use—a public servant, a puitveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange oi Ideas. 11. this capacity It solicit#

Lesson VI.—Second Quarter, For
May 10, 1914.

Is^

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

ideations, and Its success depends largely
the support given It in this re-pect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications wilt be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without irood reason. Address

comm a
on

1-13.

Text of the Lesson, Luke xvi,
Memory Verses, 8, 9—Golden Text,
Luke xvi, 10—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.

all communications

last

his master's goods.
We are all stewards of Him who glveth us life and breath and all things;
In whom we live and move and have
our being; In whose hand our breath Is
and whose are all our ways; who giveth richly all things to enjoy. (Acts,
xvll, 25, 28; Dan. v, 23; I Tim. vi, 1T).
We are either good stewards, using His
gifts for others as well as ourselves, or
we are selfish, using all things for ourselvesonly. The rich man of nextweek s
lesson, we will find, was unbelieving
and selfish. The rich man of chapter xii,
16-20, was thoroughly selfish and foolish. The rich young ruler of chapter
xviii, 23, was also more interested in
his riches than In a proper use of them,
and in that connection our Lord said
that riches sometimes hindered a man
from entering the kingdom. It is not
always so. for Zaccbeus was rich and
Joseph of Arimathen (Luke six. 2. 9;
Matt, xxvil, 57», as also were Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob, David and others.
Money is not necessarily evil, but it
is written, "The love of money is the
root of all evil,” and it is better to follow after righteousnness. godliness,
faith, love, patience, meekness (1 Tim.
Ti, 10, 11). This present world or age is
evil, it lietb In the wicked one. the
devil is its god. Its friendship is enmity with God. we are not to "be conformed to it. for we are not of It (Gal
1, 4; I John v, 19; 11 Cor. iv, 4; Jas. iv,
4; Horn, xii, 2; John xvii, 14, 16). Therefore we cannot serve God and Mammon, or riches, but we can make good
use of Mamfcon and use this world
without abusing it (verses 9. 13).
As to this unjust steward whom our
Lord uses as an illustration, he was
found guilty of defrauding his employer and was told that he must lose
his situation, ne at once set about providing for himself when he would be
no longer steward by cutting down the
Indebtedness of all his lord's debtors,
thus laying them under obligation to
him to befriend him when he would
have no employment. He was such a
dishonest fellow that he did not care
how much he robbed his-master if he
could only provide for himself. HIs
master commended his shrewdness In
thus providing for his future, even
though it was at further cost to himself. Our Lord did not speak well of
him, for ne would not justify a wrong
transaction, but He did say that this
bad man was wiser in his way than
those who made no provision for their
future In the world to come.
l

cave

often

been

asked

Dow

J_____
I

even

have seen them
Thus we cause
the angels now
Joy to ourselves

though

we

’TIS

SO.

Some eyes sleep when some eyes wake,
And so the dreary night hours go;
Some hearts beat where some hearts break,
I often wonder why ’tis so.
Some wills faint where some wills fight—
Some love the tent, and some, the field;
I often wonder who are right—
The ones who strive, or those who yield?
Some hands fold where some hands
Are lifted bravely in the strife;
And so thro’ ages and thro’ lands
Move on the two extremes of life.
Some feet halt where some feet tread,
In tireless march, a thorny way;
Some struggle on where some have fled—
Some seek—when others shun the fray.
i Some swords rust where others clash—
Some fall back where some move on—
| Some flags'furl where others flash
Until the battle has been won.

[

j

Some
The

sleep on while others keep
vigils of the true and brave;

They will not rest till roses cr«*ep
Around their.name above a grave.
Sent by SI. G.
Dear M. B.

Friends:

The poem opens
lems which have

up

a

prob-

collection of

perplexed

human-kind

for ages, and which thus far have never
been solved; but I never saw the contrasts
so briefly and at the same time so
forcibly expressed. Many of you will read

in life
it

attain and again, and the words will go

with

us.

Those who have reached middle age will
follow out the

thoughts,

for

they

have ob-

served and realized for years
“Some find work where
feet halt *here

“«ome

and

so on

some
some

with the truth

find rest,”
feet tread,”

brought

out in

each stanza.
I thank M. G. tor sending it and for the
good letter of hers which comes next. We
are glad to give these grandmas and great-

grandmas the most comfortable and cosy
place in the M. B. corner, and we appreciate

their remembrance of

us

and

our w

ork.

Mt. Desert Ferry.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.’s.
I will try once more to write a few lines
after waiting to have something that coaid
help, but the longer^! wait the harder it is, as
there are so manytfthings to take our thoughts
from doing just as we. wish to.
When I was reading the column I thought of
the ones who had passed over—Grandma G.’s
letter that I received from her just before she
left us. She and I were of the same family
connection.
That many go when they are
needed so much here,,seems a mystery, sometimes. Still I believe they help us mortals
here. I feel their presence with me, and it
helps me bear my burdens.
I feei the W. C. T. U. has met with a great
loss in the death of its head. I have been a
member and arn.a loyal one in heart at this
time. I do not know how anyone can vote
against prohibition. I wish I could help.
I saw not long ago in the paper a question
asking if there were many who could say:
“Daughter, arise, go to your daughter, for
your daughter’s daughter hag a daughter.” I
can say all but the
last—for it’s a greatgrandson.
I am in hopes this will not be misunderstood as I am a well-wisher.
M. G.

our

WestjFrankun, April 24.
Dear Friends of the M. B. C.:
I seem to feel that 1 must be a silent member of the band, but like many others have
been laid aside for many weeks. 1 will say,
like “Pollyanua,” “I am glad to be alive.” I
am gaining slowly, and hope when the warm
days come I can get out of doors and will be
stronger.
I hope all the sick ones are better. I think
we have hod a very severe winter, but we will
think of the nice warm days that are coming.
The birds are here to greet us as happy as can
be, with no complaints to make, so let us take
a lesson from them and not murmur at our
lot. and all will be well.
Aunt Madge, I am glad you could have a
little vacation. 1 know you must have enjoyed it very much; it certainly does one

never

may
face to face od earth.
in
the
Joy
presence of
and great Increase of
in His kingdom.

we cannot remind you too often that
there are no degrees in salvation, no
one can be more saved than another or
more safe at one time thau another
after Jesus Christ is truly received.
All who are in Christ are equally safe,
and safe forever. But all saved ones
are expected to serve the living and
true God as He may direct, and every
one shall receive his own reward according to his own labor (I Cor iii. s;
Rev. xxli. 12; Luke xiv. 14). The Pilarisees who were covetous or money lovers derided Him
and His teachings,
desiring the approval of men rather
than the approval of God. and they
violently opposed the King and the
kingdom until they finally killed Him.
saying. “We have no king but Caesar.”
Those who prefer the friendship of this
world are called adulterers (Jas. iv, 41.
The true disciple is married to the
Lord to bring forth fruit unto God
(Rom. vii, 41. but Israel was an empty
vine bringing forth fruit unto himself,
a degenerate plant of a strange vine
bearing wild grapes iHos. x. 1; Jer.
ii, 21; Isa v. 2).
That which men esteem and which
God esteems are as far separate as hell
and heaven, and yet the great crowd,
inan.v professing Christians included,
prefer the ways of man and the praise
of men because the god of this world
bath blinded their minds. Let us conaider well if we are faithful to the
trust committed to us. desiring in all
things the approval of our Lord, whose
stewards we are. and remembering
that we must give an account to Him
of our stewardship.

OFTEN WONDER WHY

Some fiud work where some find rest,
And so the weary world goes on;
I sometimes wonder which is best?
The answer comes when life is gone.

Lord could commend this unjust man
and his sin. Our Lord did not commend him; It was his own lord, or master. who told him. virtually, that be
was a clever rascal In providing for his
future in this fraudulent way. Our
Lord said to His disciples that It would
be well to use all present opportunities
In their reach with reference to the
future that many might welcome them
In the kingdom. All believers are put
In trust with the gospel and with the
talents and pounds, and all are stewards of the manifold grace of God. and
some are stewards of the mysteries of
God, all have received the spirit to
prodt withal (I Thess. 11. 4; Matt, xxv;
Luke xix; 1 Pet iv. 10: I Cor. Iv, 1;
xii, 7, 11). ffe are debtors to every
creature to give the gospel to all. and
by going, or helping others to go. and
thus win souls, we are gathering unto
Him those who will welcome us In His

kingdom,

to

The American.
Ml worth. Me.

lesson was concerning a
young man who wasted bis father's
substance in riotous living (Luke st, 13).
Now we read of a steward who wasted
Our

good.
Janet, 1 must say to you that 1 have read
reread the story of i’ol'.yanua”, and it is
surely-good for the soul”. 1 do not think
anyone could read it without being made
better. 1 wonder how many have read “The
Shepherd of the Bills”, and “The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come”?
They are tine
books. I have been reading “Isbmael”, and
“Sell Kaisca”. They are very interesting.
I
cannot uo much work yet, so spend a
part of
the time in reading.
The M. B. c. has been very interesting
through the winter, and 1 am pleased to see

and

|

|
j

added from time to time. May
there be many more this season.
Now, I will not take up all the space this
time, as some one else may have a word to
say, so I will close, with best wishes to all.
Aunt Emma.
new

names

This good “aunt’* passes
lightly over
winter’s experience of illness which
I happen to know was
very severe, and I
her

am
(

rejoiced

and thankful to know

she is

getting stronger. We hope for your
plete restoration to health.

com-

Bah Harbor, April 26.
Madge and M. B. Sit ter$:
see I am still at Bar Harbor.
Have
speat a delightful wiuter in the good old State
of Maine. Although I am
fond
of
the
very
Dear Aunt
Y°u will

Coughed for Thiee Wars
humanity
King’s New
my cough of three years
J;**®??***; cured Jeunie
Flemming, of New
i£~D/EL« 8a52
HaYe y°u au annoying cough?
won’t yield to treatment?
Jf*1'55*t£r“,an<* DrKinK’8 New Discovery
^ bat it°ldid for Jennie
Flemming it
to^a,ywiU do for
“I am a lover of your
godsend to
and science.
Your medicine, Dr.

you, no matter how stubborn or
chronic » cough may be.
It stopa a cough
and .tops throat aud lung trouble. Belief
or
money “ack. 60c. and gl.uo, at you druggiat.
Bucklen a Arnica Salve tor

Pimples.

FEELS LIKE
A NEW WOMAN
As Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Dispelled
Backache, Headaches
and Dizziness.

Kidnaped

ANIMAL

itnnow

they

high grade Potash. They meet the
la of New England farms.
requirements
Send for our crop book.
Matter with1

little

An ncsnt wanted in

S^rid

Sample

Writ*

v'wwry town.

A No. Market St., Boston, Ma»«.

to

■Anion#

im

the editor, but

good

none

will

be

ENGL AN

rejected without

M

---f

»£^F

Ni:\Vs.

DEDHAM.
Shirley Young is

r».

\

FARMS

COUNTY

vL'tuityii..

Thin column ia riVvnt«1 to tb» Unnirr. «- I
pecially to the grange* «f llanc*** wuui)
The column is open to all graiger* fm ih*
discussion of topic* 'I general i.-.ie>c*. *i
for reports of grange meeting*- vlake letter*
abort and concise. All communication* nm*i
be signed, but name# will tint be printed except by permtsaion of the writer. All communications will be subject to appro*ai b\

j

Or
NEW

tltoul it.

u»

NEW ENGLAND FERTILIZED COMPANY

in ot.

rin<tou.

H. Maynard spent the
week-end
Marta ville.
C.

is

.Mrs. Arid Burrill, oi Brewer, w»a
tllt
guest oi Mrs. F. W. Fogg last week.
Bernard Cousins, of the
>jattleship
Kbc.de Island, is visiting bis
sister, Mt«

reason.

Ellery Gray.

SCHOODIC,

408.fc WINTER

HARBOR.

The funeral of H. P. Burrill wts
held
in the Congregational
church, of
he
which
was choir leader,
superintendent
of the Sunday school and deacon.
Tbt
officiating ministers were Kev. J, [j
Greenly, pastor of the church, Kev. ()«„
Smith aad President David N. Beach, of
The church was filled to
Bangor.
it,
Capacity with sorrowing friends from the
home town and all surrounding
onet
There Were banks ot beautiful flower,
from loving friends and from
fraternal
orders of w hich be was a member. A.
G.
Ray and hia daughter, Mrs. Brastow, of

Schoodic grange. No. 408, bad a phasant
gathering April 30. The third degree was
conferred upon one candidate. At the
close of the meeting, sandwiches, cake
and coffee were served and games played.

April 28,

RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVILLB.

April 30 the program included reading
by Hope Perkins, story by Adelbert Gott,
recitation by Goldie Griudle, and story by
James

Gray.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

I

B’J>rrca«, The Divine Vaster has again entered our midst and taken our esteemed
Brewer, esng “Goa is Love", “I'nder Hi,
sister. Mina Lyra bur ter, therefore be it
Wings" and “There la no Night There".
Resolved, That in the death of our sister ; The bearers were his three
soiiB-tfsrold
Rainbow grange has lost one whom all loved
Leslie and Clifford and his brotber-in-la*
and respected for
her worthy life, and
J. FT Turner.
though her loss is deeply and sincerely
mourned, yet we would bow in submission to j "Halt and farewell! Through geld and in,,
set glowing.
Him who doeih all things well.
Brave as of old your ship puts forth to .,-1
Resulted, That we(a* a; giange extend our
We
stand
heartfelt sympathy'to the bereaved hiuband
upon the sboie and watch year
and family and bid them look to the Pivine
going,
Comforter who afflicts not willingly.
breaming of years long gone, ot > ■< to be.
Resolved, That in tokeb Of respect to the The
ship sails forth but not from ,.u: u r.irmmemory of the departed our charier be draped
in mourning for thirty days, that these resoW‘e who were once of your ship
; sor;
lutions be placed on record and that a copy
Master cf many a strong and splencad rabbe sent to the bereaved family and one to The
idance.
Ellsworth American for publication.
Where shall we fli d another like to thee!"
Ai.ony.o Snow,
B.
May 4.
Annie Urjnolk.
Grace Limeburnrr,

BROOKSVUXE.

Committee,

Mrs. Ethel Ober is home, after pending
the winter in Boston.

ARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.
short program wan enjoyed and
a
harvest supper served. The following
memorial resolutions (have been adopted:

May 2,

j

1

a

F. W. Orcutt went to Bangor Thursday,
by the illnessof F. M. Billings.

called there

Roy JL. Hooper, who has been employed
Taplev, West Brooksville, is

Whereat, Death.ft he unwelcome guest. h»*
again visited our graugc'home, and removed
our highly
esteemed and worthyjbrother,
\N illie E. Phillips, therefore be it.
Setolved, That in|the death of our brother.

| Arbutus

grange

has lost

a

worthy

with Charles
at home.

Frank M. Billings died at the insane
hospital, Bangor, Thursday night. The
remains are to arrive to-day.

member,

who in his daily|life exemp'ifled the
principles of faith* and love, aud set an
example worthy of imitation,
That we extend our heartfelt
x Betolved,
sympathy to wbe bereaved widow, the invalid
and aged mother, thetwo brothers, and relatives of our deceased brother, and while we
bow in grief with them, we would also bid
them look up to Him .who has promised to
one

Mrs. F. W. Eaton and daughter Jennie,
of Sedgwick, are in town, called here by
the serious illness of their brother, F. H.

Billings.
May 1.

Betoleed,

That

we.

In

respect

to

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Miss Bertha Perkins, w ho has spent the
past winter in Watervilie, is home.

his

cause our charter to be
draped iu
mourning and our badges reversed for thirty
days: that a copygof these resolutions be
spread upon the‘records of our grange, one
sent to the bereaved
family, aud one sent to
the local paperapor'publication.
H. H. Clakk,

memory,

Perkins and family, of lnlesboro,
spending a week with Mr. Perkins’
mother, Mrs. Ellen Perkins.

Percy

are

Ida McDonald and Roland Grindle,
of this place, were married at North
Penobscot April 25.
Miss

both

Doais Kane.
Cl.A K A Billingtow,
__

Mrs. S. B. Condon, who has spent the
past two weeks in Boston, is expected
home to-day with her spring millinery.
MAY.
May 2.

Committee.

CUSHMAN, 371, OOULDSBORO.

April

29

Itbirty-two

members and

A.

Rev. Chester Smith is ill of bronchitis.

sustain them.

vis-

itors from; Lamome,

Bay View, Lincoln,
Scboodic ,420, Goodwill, Joneaboro and
EAST BLUEHILL.
Kiaing Star) granges were present. ProMrs. Hattie Cousins has moved into &
gram: Music, Dunirer and Young; readings, Annie Tracy, Linley Kosebrook; piano C. Long’* house.
Mrs. Harvey
solo, Carolyn Perry; story, Brother Morris,
Long is visiting her
of Lincoln grange; grange
gazette, Flor- mother, Mrs. Emma Rowe, in Sabattus.
ence Tracy; imuaic, Duniver and
Mrs. A. L Long and little sons, Irvin
Perry;
queation,l“Whicb is beat for the place— and Clifton, of Portland,
for the
|re here
autmner.visitora or a canning plant?” L)e- summer.
ciied in favor of the canning plant.
Fred Cousins, of Bangor, spent last

—

Ware that Wears

FERTILIZieT

SATISFACTORY CROPS
New England
nngianu AbIbmI
on mew
are raised On
fromFertBlyra
Organic
because
y are specially prepared

By EUNICE BLAKE

There was trouble in Captain Carr’s
home on the New Hampshire
The captain had received his
coast.
a
; title from the fact that he owned
sloop in which he fished in winter
be very unwould
Ohio.—“I
Piqim.
and took out pleasure parties in sura
E.
grateful if I failed to give Lydia
_——n Pinkham's
Vegeta- mer. She was both u motor and a sail
ble Compound the
boat and was named the Frederica
from his wife.
p »■ a i s e it deserves,
for I have taken it
The occasion or the trouble was mat
a t different times
his daughter. Fannie, a comely girl of
and it always re- eighteen, had the night before been
lieved me when kidnaped. She had gone to visit her
other medicines aunt a mile down the beach.
It was
failed, and when I early spring and the weather was mild.
hear a woman com.lust
A half moon gave some light,
plain I always ree- before sunset a steamer about fifty
i\
I UDuncuuibw»vniiifeet from stem to stern dropped anchor
XI
n t f* J
1.1
j was attacked In the bay not far from the house
with a severe case of organic weakness.
where Fannie Carr was visiting, and
I had backache, pains in my hips and about 9 o'clock a boat was seen mov
over my kidneys, headache, dizziness,
ing from the ship toward the shore.
lassitude, had no energy, limbs ached A party landed, went to the house,
and I was always tired. I was hardly took the girl to the boat and pulled
able to do my housework. I had taken
her to the schooner.
The
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comcaptain suspected that his
one other occasion, and it had
on
pound
daughter hod been carried away by
so I took it again and it has
me
one whom be had forbidden her to
helped
built me up, until now I feel like a new marry. This man was Jack Austin, a
consent
have
You
woman.
my hearty
sailor, without means, but with nothto use my name and testimonial in any ing else against him. Carr didn't seem
benefit
will
it
I
suffering to know whether ills daughter wished
hope
way and
women.”—Mrs. Orpha Turner, 43X S. to marry Austin or not. Sometimes he
Ohio.
Wayne St, Piqua,
thought she did and sometimes he
thought she didn't.
Women who are suffering from those
I got wind of the matter early in the
distressing ills peculiar to their sex
morning, and. seeing Captain Carr goshould not doubt the ability of Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to re- ing to his boat with a wheelbarrow
load of provisions and a carboy of wastore their health.
ter. I went down to the dock and
If you want special advice
without asking him where he wns gowrite to Lydia E. Piukhani Meding—for I knew that he was bent on
icine Co., (confidential) Lynn,
bringing back his daughter—1 asked
Mass. Your letter will be opened,
him if he didn't wisb-jue to go with
woman
a
answered
and
read
by
him.
He said he did. and before we
and held in strict confidence.
started Ned Beam came down, and
We
the captain took him along too.
West, yet I have a strong liking'for my native
knew there were three on the other
State, and may decide to live here in the fuboat, and. since we were three, there
ture.
I hove spent part of the winter at Salisbury Cove, and a prettier place you could not was an even match.
find on the sea coast. The people are very
Tfce captain had been told that the
cordial and kind-hearted,
boat we were after—no one bad seen
Qlad to bear from Aunt Sue. as I was afraid
her name—had turned her nose northshe bad gone to Mexico. I hope to see her this
So he
ward after leaving the bay.
summer.
Enjoyed the letter about Nell and
steered in that direction.
Every now
the children, and will seud an apron at once.
and again when we met a boat Carr
Will also visit Jennie in about a week. I
would describe to those on her the one
can't take her any buttermilk; I will remember her in some other wav.
Wishing you all we were after and ask if they had
a happy and prosperous summer 1 am yours
seen
her.
Some bad seen her and
Did.
of the M. B. column.
some hadn't, but we got enough In
formation about her to satisfy us that
It is really a relief, Mrs. D-,to have you
We followed
we were on her track.
located at last, and to learn you are all
right. We have missed you, and we had her all day. and when the captain
found we couldn't possibly reach her
been thinking of “advertising” for you.
before dark lie wns discouraged, for
I am sorry that another of our older
he felt sure the fugitives were makour
last
nieces has passed away since
ing for Casco bay. where there are Isweek’s number was printed—(i., of Mellands enough to conceal a whole fleet
After passing Portland we got in
rose, whom I knew years before our column was opened, and whom 1 esteemed,
among these islands and lost all track
always very highly. Our sympathies are of what we were following, but nfter
extended to the families of Mrs. O. A.
meandering among them for four days
Qrindle and Mrs. Hoscoe Allen, and the we were sailing past Seguln light
memories of these nieces will long be
when the captain spied something near
cherished.
the main island moving westward that
answered the description of the craft
I see in tbe last American that on inquiry
we wanted.
We followed her down
was made about tbe “Mayos” audf‘Maybe»V
past Orrs island and saw her go
of Eden. In the records of the town of Eden
through the narrow gut between Orrs
I see that the first Mayo—Joseph and wife,
and Baile.vs Islands.
who wits Ruth Snow, came here from EastThat's the last we saw of her for
ham, Mass, in 1778, with their four children.
several days, when one evening, roundThere are a number of families here by the
name of Mayo, but none by the name of Maying a point of ClifT island, we saw her
hew. I think they are separate names as the
anchored In a cove no great distance
Wasgatts and Wescotts.
from us. We made for her, expecting
Will tbe w riter of tbe above please ac- to see some one preparing to receive
ns, but as we neared her not a human
cept thanks for sending us this information about tbe two families in question.
being could we see aboard of her. We
anchored near her, and the captain and
Ned Beam got Into the tender and
BURRY.
went aboard her.
Owing to tbe cold weather, no alew'ives
After awhile the captain polled back
have been caught yet.
and said that they had found her deCharlene Conavy and baby Mina are visserted.
Her name had been painted
iting Mrs. Frank Jordan.
ofT the stern, but they could see the
Reuben Osgood, who has been visiting
white letters underneath
Rowena.
friends in Bangor, is home.
She must have been laid up for some
Elmira Millikenis ill of pneumonia.
time, for her fires were out and the
Her niece, Miss Stick ney, of Massachu- furnace only warm.
His idea was
setts, is with her.
that something had gone wrong with
Mrs. Lucy Emery, who has been away
them, and they had been obliged to
some weeks, has returned, accompanied
lay up. Probably they bad seen us
by her sister, Mrs. Jennie Joy, of Bangor. and had left their craft and gone up
Mrs. Henrietta BillingB, of North Or- into the island, though they could
land, drove a distance of twenty miles re- have got away from there, since the
cently to visit a brother, Gilbert Davis, j little steamers were stopping at the
who is eighty-six years old.
Mrs. Davis dock on the other side a number of
times a day.
is seventy-nine and
Mrs. Billings is
Captain Carr told me that he had
seventy-six, and they have a cousin visiting them who is seventy-nine years old, left Beam on the Rowena. aud I was
to stay on the Frederica while he
all able to visit and enjoy themselves. All
w ish them many more such gatherings.
went up on to tile island to find out
if any one had seen anything of the
SUB.
May 4.
party we were after. Hej did so and
NORTH SEDGWICK.
returned disappointed, for he had
John Thurston iB in Bangor having his found no one who had seen any such
eyes treated.
party.
John Thurston started sawing in his
Leaving Ned on the Rowena. the
steam mill last week.
captain and I turned in at 9 o’clock
Mrs. S. W. Treworgy has gone to Portand turned out again about (i o'clock.
The captain went on deck-ytnd called
land hospital for surgical ti^atment.
George H. Alien, who cut his fingers to Ned. who did not appear. Getting
quite badly in the mill, is improving.
no reply, he went aboard the Rowena.
A. G.
May 4.
to find her not only deserted by her
crew, but by Ned as well.
The capcUrtjrniBrmrrua.
tain was mystified and so was I.
Not
knowing what to do. we did nothing.
About 10 o’clock we saw several men
coming toward us. headed by Fannie
Carr herself. She asked her father to
come ashore to her and told him that
Austin bad kidnaped her. but that
COOKING UTENSILS
during the trip she had forgiven him.
The boiler of the Rowenn having given out they had been obliged to give
When the captain
up their flight.
and Beam had gone aboard of their
GUARANTEED 15 YEARS
boat tte men of the party, except
Jack, had gone ashore, and she and
15c for
Jack had hidden in the furnace.
Pan.
After a long powwow, the captain
gave in. consented to the match, and
H. W. Sargent, Ellsworth. Box 196
| we all went back on the Frederica,
\ towing the Rowena.

■sAluminum

ENGLAND

NEW

BAY

i®7, SALISBURY COVE.
April 29jtbe topic lor the evening was
“Fire
Prevention”.
The
governor’s

week here getting his
for the summer.

VIEW,

proclamation] was read and cotnmunications from the;state master and lecturer
on the same subject.
The discussion was
! opened by; William Russell, whose remarkH were to.the point. It was
brought

j
|

bungalow in readi-

ness

May

tlcucr'istinrmfc

j
;

I
j
|

R.

5.

j

MI-O-NA QUICKLY
ENDS INDIGESTION

discussion that the chiel causes of
fires in rural communities were carelessDo not continue to sutler with indi1
ness
of
smokers, lanternB, defective gestion or dyspepsia causing heartchimneys, kerosene stoves, and burning I burn, dizziness,
after-dinner distress,
| brush in the spring and
sunygicr instead
in the
out i

j
!

of in the winter when the trees are
cut
down. Resolutions were read
calliug on
the selectmen, street eomftissioner
and
tire chief to use their influence
and
authority to clean up all debris and to
make the village attractive, the
very best
advertisement it could have. A spirit of

co-operation was manifested April 30
The grangers gave without stint of
time"
teams, labor and material to make the
grange property more in keeping with its

teachings.

LAKE

VIEW, 451, HAPPYTOWN.
The first meeting for over a
month was
held May 2, with ten members
present.
Owing to bad traveling, the attendance
has been poor. It is
hoped all will attend
the next meeting, as it is to be an
important

one.

PAMOLA, 266, HANCOCK.
Pamola grange held an
interesting
meeting May 2. The following

fire-prevention-day program was rendered:
the
Reading,
governor’s proclamation,
Elizabeth Oakes; readings, Effie
Young,
Clara Johnson; talk, “The
Necessity of
fire prevention,” Charles
Htratton; singing, grange; talk, “What the Women
Cm
do to Prevent Fires in the
Homes,” Ella
Saunders; reading, “The Fire Fiend
Eola Crabtree; talk, “How
to Prevent
Fires in Homes,” Edward
Qott; singing
grange; piano duet, Lura Young and

Caroline Crabtree.
The lecturer is
arranging special Arbor
day exercises for the next meeting.

headache, biliousness, pain
bowels, or sour and gassy stomach.
Get effective and lasting relief at
once.
Huy from O. A. i’archer today a fifty-cent box of Mi-o-na Tablets.
They quickly and surely end
stomach misery—are pleasant to take
and

perfectly

harmless.

Mi-o-ua is one of the most dependable remedies for disordered stomachs,
it heals the sore and inflamed mem-

branes and is not only a digestive and
antacid giving prompt and effective
relief, but is a tonic that tones up and
strengthens the entire digestive system
then the fond is properly digested and assimilated
you enjoy
robust health.
Do not delaj—get a box of Mi-o-na
at once. If you are not entirely satisfied with results money refunded.
—

--

Stops falling Hair

stops
| Hall’s Hair Renewer certainly
falling nair. .No doubt about it whatbe satisfied
1 ever. You*will

surely

Pauper Notice.
coant, as there is i
m od at ions to care
M. J.

Dbommbt.

COUNTY

warnings.

STRANGE

8AVES

impulse

mysterious
M

CAPTAIN

three instances in his
own experiences.

(Written

for T«1 At. »nto»»

Shu heal

which ended the captain
W. Perry without knowing
,,he.K'*nier A.
the conree of hl.ahlp which
s to change
would h»ve passed too Ur lw»r
the distressed crew of the Grace
h.ie «een
>n.
i» hy no me»o» unique in the
.uch things baveocme sea. In Uct,

ijjPe,

loss

of

boy,
topsail

a

April 27.

here

but,

A de-

G.

where he has

E. Clement.

employment

Their many friends

are

in

Mrs. A. V'.

King

little

and
from

Maxine

bowl

voice.”
Mv

experience

^8en
®le

I

was

was

I>ec. 2, 1878,

on

master of the

brig Eugene

on her
0fk to New

re-

to

her

summer

home

....

davJ>nS’V'ilere

with

us
our

strengthen!
skill.

helper-.fiur*e.

Ouj

saw

undertakings,

after the

platter,

and

of

manner

hole down

a

K1TTKKY TO CAKIROU.
Hon. John S. P. H. Wilson, of Auburn,
nominated by President Wilson
United States marshal for the district of
Maine, as successor to Henry W. Mayo, of
has been

Hampden.
Alphonso Dubay, of Miliinocket, aged
19, was drowned Sunday by the overturning of a canoe in the rips on Miliinocket
stream. Two companions succeeded in
reaching shore.

years

ago,

nursing him through an illness and paying for his medicines when he supposed
he was poor and friendless, had left him
f45,000.
WEST QOULDSBORO.
F. A. Noyes and wife

he

were

required

a

of

crew

in town Sun-

v

Linwood Martin, a former employee of
J. P. Morgan, is working for Mrs. Helen
Sears Bradley on her farm here.
Miss

Pauline

Wescott

attend the

modern quarry equipment will have the
in four or five months from
the time when the work started and this,

cess.*

our

and

plant,

Charles

any afternoon next week between the hours of

two and five o’clock.
This invitation is especially meant to
ship of social or business organizations,
in public or private schools.

It

Ordinarily, we come in daily contact with our customers
only through the senses of speech and hearing. We shall be
glad to see them, too, to meet them face to face, and let them
see us and how telephone service is given.
We are sure this
visit will interest there, and it may enable them to learn
that will make their

quarry

An

often

honorable man with limited ideas
through the rascality of the most

sees

cunning jobber.—Goethe.

Capt. David Thurlow,
of the last century,
mill, and out of the tim-

part

a saw

the nearby woods he and other

bers in

members of his

They

family

carried

shiphistory

on a

here, so the
differeht coasting vessels
and fishing craft.
They launched from
these shores one brig of 142 tons burden.
They placed no value whatever upon the
layers of granite which form the two hills
side of the above mentioned
on each
yard.

built

runs, seventeen

They

water channel.
deeds

their

for

pasture

made

mention of

as

used these hills

as a

and oxen, and
1872 make special

cows

late

as

the right to pasture

cows

in

common.

A little
owners

and

earlier than this the prosperous

of the island carried

what

and here

they

called

yard
house”,

fish

on a

'‘smoke

a

they bought and sold and cured
sawed lumber, and
would be a difficult

fish, built vessels,
ground wheat. It

present

value of

of land which the

common;

matter to estimate the

the 101V4

acres

wealth of

Massachusetts

sold

David

to

Coffin 113 years ago for $225.55, throw ing
in the neighboring island called McGlathery for good measure. The equipment

of the three quarries, to say nothing
estate, would run into the mil-

of the real

|

lions.

Granite from Crotch island and from the
! nearby Moose island^has been used in the
of the largest buildj construction of some
ings and longest bridges on the American
fountain
Rockefeller
continent. The
bowl, now* being cut, will be set up on
granite pedestals or posts. These have alj ready been shipped from Stonington, and,
i

when

!

the

measure

stone

is

in

place,

about eleven feet from the

it

will

ground

the top of the bowl. This is only one
i of many which already adorn the Rockefeller gardens and grounds, but this latest
outstrips the others in size.
John L. Goss, who owns|the majority of
the stock of the John L. Goss|corporation,
business,
has grown up in the granite
j The quarries which he operates have been
owned and operated in part by his father

j

to

and his

grandfather before,him.

When

greater value.
If subscribers are having service troubles, we wish they

prepared to
willingness to listen

ness, and bis knowledge is the kind that
by hard knocks and not from

comes

He lives the

Jie assured of

would come

tell us about them.

our

aud of our desire to correct them.

NOTE:

parties

day or

would like a

or
we

two’s notice iu order to arrange to re-

ceive them properly.
on

subscribers, or school classes,
organizations plan a visit,

If groups of

from clubs or other

plan to come
reception commitoperation of the switch-

If a considerable number

any one day, »e would want to have a

tee escort them and

explain

the

board and other apparatus, in order to make the call as in-

teresting and enjoyable

as

possible.
C. C. Cutting, Manager.

FRENCHBORO.

daughter (Carrie) was born
Mrs. Orrin Foy April 18.
Miss Violet

Thurlow and

to

Mr. and

Carter

Miss Letba

are

Nature’s Own Wrapping Keeps
Tobacco Best

pair. the organs act more slowly and
less effectively than In youth, the circulation is poor, the blood thin and
digestion weak.
Vlnol, our delicious cod liver and
Iron tonic without oil is the
Ideal
strengthener and body-builder for old
folks, for it contains the very elements
needed to rebuild wasting tissues and
replace weakness with strength. Vlnol
also fortifies the system against colds
and thus prevents pneumonia.
Mrs. Mary Ivey, of Columbus, Ga.,
says: "If people only knew the good
Vlnol does old people, I am sure you
would be unable to supply the demand. I never took anything before
that did me so much good as' Vlnol.
strength
It is the finest tonic and
creator I ever used in my life.”
If Vlnol falls to build up the feeble,
old people, and create strength we
will return your money.
V. S.—Our Saxo Salve stops itching
and begins healing at once.
O. A. Parcher, druggist, Ellsworth, Me

VALUE OF RHEUriA
FROM THE COURT
Jud^e Barhorst

Was

Relieved

of Rheumatism Afler^Doetors
Failed.
you have tried many other remedies
doctors’ treatments for Rheumatism
and found they failed, do not be skeptical
about trying RHEUM A. Read the testimony of Judge John iiarhorst, of Fort
If

and

Lorainie, O.:
by three doctors withresult, I have been cured of a very bad
ca)p of Rheumatism by using two bottles
of RHEUM A. It is now two years since I
“After treatment

out

No artificial package—tin, bag, or tin-foil and paper
keep tobacco as well as the natural leaf wrapper
that holds all the original flavor and moisture in the
Sickle plug. When you whittle off a pipeful, you always
get fresh tobacco, that bums slowly, and smokes cool
and sweet.

—can

Chopped-up, “package” tobacco loses much of its moisture
before it goes into the package, and keeps getting drier all the time.
And the drier it gets, the faster it bums in your pipe, and the
more it bites your tongue.
Only fresh tobacco gives real pipesatisfaction—and only tobacco you cut off the Sickle plug as you
use it, can be fresh.

Economical,
tobacco.

Get

a

too—no waste—no package to pay for—more
Sickle plug from your dealer today.

3 Ounces

Slice it

10c

you

greater part of the

year in Boston and handles that end of
the business. Fred A. Torrey, who has i

as

use

it

Well-Filled Pantries
Make Happy Families
A good supply of real old-fashioned home-baked bread
and cake and pies means the best of good living and
a row of smiling faces three times a day.
Use William Tell Flour and make home baking easy—no such thing as failure.
ijoes

tannest, too,

more

loaves to tne

sack, helping you keep down the cost
of living. Milled only from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our own
process, it is richest in
nutritive value.
Your grocer will have itwhen you order your

special

next

supply, specify

remedy, and I am still as well as
Previously 1 was a cripple, walking with crutches.”
Such testimony Bhouid be convincing.
60 cents, of G. A. Parcher, guaranteed.
used the

ever.

a

i boy he commenced at the^bottom and now
he knows every inch of the granite busi-

books.

some

of wider service and

from Bar Harbor

A

here that

operated

telephone

that

Thurlow’a island.
early

pupils

Music by Morrison’s orchestra was
enjoyed. The lunch was pronounced
good. Net proceeds, f26.21.
but
L.
May 4.

invention has given to the granite

was

and classes of

much

single piece of granite weighing 225
more, and when it is quarried the
real work has just begun. No derrick, of
course, will lift it. In this particular case

in the

include the member-

The May ball under the management of
the V. I. A. on May 1, was a decided suc-

or

called

general public, too, to visit
Ellsworth, and inspect

Main Street,

9

a

tons

Kingsley

Central Office at

Friday to
May ball, returning Monday.

came

for its completion.
The Stonington plant, with its pneumatic drills, its cutting machines and all

out

We invite subscribers, and the
our

E. P. Hooper, of South Qouldsboro, is at
work for F. P. Noyes.

working

men

An Invitation

things

day.

an

through

quarrying business.
It is no ordinary achievement to

|

thlPSandg0t

"^tles

lie

his other

middle

modern

pear to us now, but then it seems to
have been looked on, if not as a matter
of course, at least as a thing practiced
by the more forehanded and capable.
There must have been some natural
meadows iu England even then, but
perhaps all their produce was saved
for the horses of kings. As far as I
no mention of
can recollect, there Is
i hay in Shakespeare. If we except Bottom's remark. “Good hay. sweet hay.
hath no fellow,’’ and even that suggests its rarity. By Milton’s time, 100
his
years later, "The mower whets
scythe" “And tho tanned haycock in
the mead" were familiar country ob-

iCk,ly

and
autagnni.?
g0ni8t 18 our sharpens

summer.

_

!

___

year—winter and

FEEBLE OLD PEOPLE

i.eck

a

One of

too, with only a small gang of men,
they have been supplied with all

at

maiden voyage from New
Orleans.
We were in the
middle of the Gulf of
Mexico, wind blow,ng heavy from west, and we were standlnS to the north as we
lay near our course.
Went into my room in
^he afternoon to
tt-t some sleep, but I could
not, for some*
"A Farmer's Notebook."
ing kept telling me to tack
ship and run jects.—From
o the
southwest. I tried to drive away
e
Strange Timekeeper*.
admonition aud keep on my course,
Qt I could
To ascertain the time at night the
not do it, and at 3 p. m. I went
Indians employed a gourd on
and ordered
hands on deck to j Apache
^c
ship. There was some growling, but which the stars of the heavens were
found she went, and we were
As the constellation rose in
going from marked.
ew
the sky the Indian referred to his
Orleans rather than towards it.
gourd and found out the hour. By
ease that I walked the
h
,*a9 80^
around he could tell
F- to. when I went aloft to the turning the gourd
gallant yard, and isoou made out a the order in which the constellations
c
ri^ht
might be expected to appear.
low in the water.
lt Was 80 ahead, very
The hill people of Assam reckon time
far off, aud
dark comes so
of
IJ€C 2’ we could not get to her be- and distance by the number of quids
fr
arlc' Wailing
betel nuts chewed. It will be rememI found tljere were
her,
e men
to Washington
on
hoard, who wanted to be bered how, according
°®# They had lost their
the Butch colonial assembly
Irving,
boat, masts,
de u °ad
last
was Invariably dismissed at the
an<* forward house and were
of
hQ*iied in the afterhouse.
puff of the third pipe of tobacco
*as very
Wouter Van Twiiler.
Governor
J cold,
and
«*uva
me
the
vessel
vessel
was
was
full
iuii
*u,
qj
A Montagnis Indian of Canada will
ater, the seas going right over her.
when
to 8ft
0\et0
as near
nfiar
a
-j
*set
up a tall stick in the snow
as
IT dared and
sent out
ahead of friends who are to
Dla^e an<*
traveling
twopiaked men. They made
thr
the
follow. He marks with his foot
them a11, 1 found lt
"ts liie
and by the change
cast,
shadow
of
line
three-masted schooner Khoda
Tay, °r’ fr°m
shadow the oncomPeusacola to Havana. We In the angle of the
put °Ur
can tell, on arriving at the
ing
party
OD
the course for New
Orle
about how far ahead the leader
we arrived
safely in twe spot,
is—Johannesburg Times.

t^

world.

Carney hospital, job finished

j

could not

with

covered

small

several years

Champion, j In the middle ages. Stock was win^apt. Lockwood, running between New ! tered mostly on straw and leaves. Tus\ork and Charleston. The
captain took | ser, who wrote in the reign of Queen
me to hi-i
room, and after giving me some Elisabeth, gives much advice to-The
dry clothing said be had a strange story farmer as to the
cutting and storing of
j
to tell me.
I green branches, which might serve as
“When I left Charleston bar last night,” fodder when
!
pasture failed, ile is parhe wid, “instead of
running off into the ; tlcular us to the desirability of saving
Gulf stream as
customary, where the cur- I the beech cuttings for the milk cows,
rent helps
along three miles an hour, I whereas for aheep anything would do.
*»s implied to run this steamer
up tbe
A miserable dependence it would apcoast
1

a

who

_

hard pull of two hours
got us all aboard, one
got to tbe steamer safely.

current.

just

be

employed at McKinley.
Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Lida Higgins’ one-year-old daughA quiet wedding took place at the Bapter fell on the stove recently, burning her
a hole was excavated in the pile of grout
hand badly.
tist parsonage April 28, when Adelbert
(or waste stone) and the big stone after
G.
Gay, of Massachusetts, and Miss Marie
April 26.
was
turned
and
being
quarried
gol
Mr.
Harold, of Quebec, were married.
into position for cutting by dumping it
Tbe buoy boat Hibicus has replaced the
Gay is employed at McKinley.
partially into this bole, the men working buoy No. 2 on Western Beach ledge.
Mr. Cross, of Rockland, is here to spend
The death of Henry Moore occurred with the aid of wire
guys, pulling the
•the summer with his daughter, Mrs. JoSunday morning at the home of his stone up and holding it in place.
Lunt.
seph
daughter, Mrs. Franklin Smith, where he
Crotch island is situated directly across
Mrs. Annie Teel and Mrs. Vera Van Norwas tenderly cared for in his short illness.
the harbor from Stonington. It was ex- den were in Rockland two days last week
Deep sympathy is felt for Mrs. Smith and plored by the earliest pioneers coming to on business.
/
G.
the Maine coast, and during 113 years
May 1.
family.
4.
since
David Coffin took title to it, it has
May
_Lilac.
had varied industries. The sea makes up
SSUbmisnntntB.
BEECH HILL.
into the center of it by a very narrow
A sociable was held in the schoolhouse channel. In the early days this channel
Wednesday evening for the benefit of the was dammed at its mouth, and the rising
cemetery. A general good time was en- and falling tides furnished a very strong
joyed. The sal** of clam stew, cake and water power at a meagre expense, and
candies added about $7 to the treasury.
many of the stones of the granite dam are
Are
Told
How
to Regain
Leaf.
May 4.
still'in place. For a great many years the
and
Strength
Vigor.
island was owned by members of the
Hay In the Middle Agee.
As one grows old the waste of the
Hay seems to have been little known Thurlow family and is now frequently system becomes more rapid than rehas. returned

and

the

supposed

was

center, two feet and three inches
across, admits the water pipes after the
stone has been set up. The St. Petersburg

Mrs. Clark, who has been at the home of
Everett G. Stanley the past three weeks,

a time and we
1 found I was on the steamer

agamst

as

the

All are glad to hear that Mrs. M. A,
Stanley is gaining after a bad fall last
week. She is with her son at Northeast
Harbor.

no land
aight aud not a vessel.
At 10 a. m. I
big steamer making for us, having
aeeu our flag union down.
8he came up
under tbe lee of the shoal and sent out a
life boat w ith the mate and four picked

sleep that night, but spent the night on
bridge. When 1 saw your flag union
down, and knew there was a crew to save,
that feeling began to leave
me, and 1 am
thankful that I have been the means of
saving six lives by heeding the still small

the

earthen

M ASSET.
turned Saturday
Boston.

like all

j

quarries ;
expected of j
Such are the I
his

run

can

Henry Preble and Mrs. Minnie Witham
spent Sunday at Linwood Sargent’s.
Mrs. E. W. Wooster is with her cousin,
N. Noyes, for an indefinite time.
Stonington.
Miss Mary Keith and Miss Dorcas Wood
ine dowi is to be twenty feet and eight
were in Birch‘Harbor Sunday.
inches across; three feet and four inches
Eugene Ash and wife, of West Sullivan,
deep and is to be cut and polished by the
have been visiting his brother, Harry P.
John L. Goss corporation. It scoops out
Ash.

"^nowo

Our

tbe

the

planned to go the other fellow one better.
He specified the dimensions of the bowl
that is now being cut, making it larger
than the St. Petersburg dish or any other
in existence.
He gave the contract to
John L. Goss, of New* York, whose quarries
are at Crotch island and Moose island at

cottage, which he purchased last fall,
as the Poster
He will
cottage.
have the ell removed and a much larger
one built and other changes made.
G.
May 4.

in

a

benefit

ald's

saw a

us

at the church
tor the

sorry to have them go.
Work has begun on Rev. A. M. MacDon-

chance for life looked rather slim.
Tbe fog cleared away, there was

After

described

was

something
that took his eye on one of his world-circling trips at St. Petersburg—he saw there
an immense granite
bowl from' which
spouted up a magnificent fountain.
Mr. Rockefeller came home with the
idea of duplicating this to some extent,

_

Harbor,

with A.

North Carolina in a thick
fog, and blowing almost a gale. The vessel
being new and strong, did not fill with
water till daylight of the 9th when the
sea dro\e us to tbe
rigging, where we
lashed ourselves, but expected tbe m^sts

they reached

Crotch island

as

It

granite quarries in the

Wallace McGown is moving his family
to Heal

out shoals off

seamen.

men

growth of wood. Today it is the site of three of the finest

Mrs. Philena Young is very ill.
The girls’ club was invited to Bar Harbor last Saturday to attend a May party.
All report a most enjoyable afternoon.

I experienced was in 1870,
captain of tbe new* schooner
George and Mary, bound from New’ York
to Charleston, 8. C. At 11 p. m. Jan. 8,
without any warning, we ran upon Look-

ruade.

Thurlow’s island.

town-on-the-Hudson.

evergreen and Japanese lanterns.
licious repaBt was enjoyed.

caae

she

Penobscot bay known

or

a

to

men

do all

can

the town of Stonington

near

in

thin soil and

The ladies ot the matron’s cooking club
a
banquet to* their husbands last
Monday evening at the church diningroom, which was prettily decorated with

was

pound

island

small

containing 101% acres, and
to consist of barren ledges

gave

a

every

pie social will be be Id
Wednesday evening,
the Sunday school.

A

three trips, just at dark and another gale
coming on which would have drowned the
whole of them, as she could not have held
together through tbe night. It was so
rough when they got the last one on board,
the captain said to father, “I am glad you
ire here, for I would not dare to send my
boat out now.”
The captain told father ha w as laying his
course that day, and lay down after dinner to get some sleep, but could n<ht for
something kept telling him, “Keep off four
points,' and be could not compos© himself
until he want on deck and ordered tbe
vessel kept off foar points. In two hours
be made t he wreck right ahead, and got
them off just in time.
Being a new
schooner, she rode out the gale, and in two
days reached Hast port, w here they were
bound, loaded with corn.

would go

a

to select

that
little more.
operate the Crotch island and
Moose island quarries twelve mouths in
who

them and

FOR

of

next

track of vessels.
They had about given up all hope of being rescued when, on the third day, a
schooner hove in sight and ran down to
them, sent out a boat and got them all in

The next

AT

QUARRIED

ROCKEFELLER^ GARDEN8.

OTTER CREEK.

Boston
gale off Cap© Ann, and
and went
the schooner sprang aleak, filled
When the masts and
on her beam ends.
deckload went, she righted, and tl^re they
were a wreck, drifting oft shore out of the

when I

The success that Mr. Goss has had in hia
business is due in no small part to his

Capt. Webster, the whole town them is the John L. Goss quarry which, in
sympathizes with his wife and children. addition to its extensive
operations on
He had served in many positions in life.
Charles A. McCollough, United Stales
Crotch island, has also a plant on the nearIn his younger days he was a master
consul at St. Stephen, N. B., died Thursmariner, both in foreign and domestic by island known as Moose island.
day at his home in Calais. He was sixtytrade.
He also served the town as
It is on this small plot of land connected five years old, a former State senator, and
of Calais from 1889 to 1891. He was
selectman, road commissioner and tax by a bridge with the town of
Stonington mayor
consul in 1897.
collector, and was postmaster here eight that a
appointed
huge piece of granite which weighed
years. He had been working as carpenter
Otis Glidden, a young Princeton farmer^
at the start over 200 tons, is
for
cut
being
for the past few years.
had a veritable windfall last week, when
John D. Rockefeller.
Mr. Rockefeller
Thelma.
May 4.
he learned that a man whom he had bewanted a fountain in his gardens at Tarryfriended in Massachusetts some

Read in? the above has recalled to m>
in my sea life of
mind three instances
where the lives of three
forty-seven years
vessel* crews were saved by au impulse of

in

BEING

I8LAND, 8TONINGTON,

of

The funeral of Capt. Henry T. Webster
was held at the home
Wednesday, Rev.
E. Dresser, of Manset, officiating. In the

Lid

caught

NOW

CROTCH

day morning.

...•red frequently.
Iwmuei Soule, of Woolwich.
The isle CApt.
manner to rescue the
enshled iu » similar
French ship in rnldof a dismasted
after changing his oourse
ulantic years ago.
to an Impulse that he
otonly in obedience
after resisting the
not account for. but
and ridiculous, being
impulse as illogical
to yield in spite of himself.
finally obliged
when he was lying to near
On that occasion,
and the nearly famished crew of
the derelict
brought alongside, Capt.
the latter were being
the rail of his own ship,
genie, leaning over
of the Frenchmen as
one
*ss recognised by
had seen accomplishing the resthe man he
he had and had communicated
cue in a dream
on the eery day when Capt.
to his companions
which caused
gonle had the presentiment
his course.
him to change

was

GRANITE

Mrs. Letitia B.
Sprague, who has been
visiting in Rockland, was called home by
the sudden death of her
brother, Capt. H.
T. Webster. Her
brother, Capt. Sullivan
Webster, came with her, returning Satur-

W.klrwi»e
%.rtle.

be

IN

Brewer, who came
Just 113 years ago February 23, the State
to attend the funeral
ofvbis uncle, Capt.
of Massachusetts sold to one David Coffin
T.
Henry
Webster, has returned home.

presentiment

course.
tbe rescuers to ohange.their
The first time it happened, I wgs
and my father was captain of the
schooner George. On his way to

Norwood,

BOWL

ability

Presque isle

by Capt. John A.

FOUNTAIN
THE WORLD.

Kev. Emma E.
llamaon, who went to
to attend
conference, has returned here for another year.

^ellsof

keeper and
end.

LARGEST

_

SEA

KI.L8WORTH

icjrrttitmcnt*.

been with him many yean*, is the bookmanager at the Stonington

MASSIVE STONE

WEST TKEMONT.
Mrs. M. Cram, of
Bangor, is here for a
few dayi to look after her
house, which is
for sale.

life at sea.

_1BF1,

XEWfS.

SAY

“Stickney Poor’s Mustard”
THKRK’S NONE BETTER

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

& CO.

Htrt)rrtisrmmt«.

Sty (Cllstuortl) American
LOCAL. AND

4

POLITICAL JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THE

HANCOCK

COUNTY PUBLISHING CO

for six
9*ascription Price—1'2.00 a year; $1.00 If
paid
months; 50 cents for three months;
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The democratic teeter-board is leveling up. City-Clerk John A. Cunbeen pulled
has finally
aboard to make up for the light
weight on the county end of the

in this issue.
There are fewer contests than at
On
the primaries of two years ago.
the republican ticket, John A. Peters
for representative to Congress, William T. Haines for governor, Timothy F. Callahan for State auditor,
Melvin D. Chatto and Sherman S.
Scammon for State senators, Timothy
F. Mahoney for clerk of courts, Melville L. Allen for county commissioner, and Boyd A. Blaisdell for
county treasurer, will be nominated

opposition, while there are
the seven
contests in only two of
representative classes. The big contest in the republican primary will be
without

for the nomination for sheriff, for
which five candidates present themselves.
lie democrats, on the otner hand,
have contests for all but four State
and county offices—W. R. Pattangall

Congress,

JoWilliam
H.

and
Sherman for State senators, Jerome
H. Knowles for jndge of probate, and
Frank L. Heath for treasurer.
There

contests in three of the representative classes. Locally, the chief
interest in the democratic primary
centers about
the nomination for
clerk of courts, for which two Ellsare

worth men will contest.
There are contests of sufficient importance and interest in both parties
to enliven the campaign.

plank.
With Brady at Annapolis and Moore
West Point, Ellsworth will be represented in both the navy and army.

Governor Haynes has issued his
proclamation naming Friday, May 15,

day.

He departs from the
customary Arbor day proclamation by
making some practical suggestions for
the day. “I ask the people to see that
all ornamental trees and shrubs have
bee-1 cared for against destroying and

CiOSSIl*.

COUNTY

is promised electric lights by

Julyl.

_

The democrats have their eyes fixed
greedily upon some of the Maine depSenator Johnson
has tried to have an order passed to
subject all those now in office to a civil
service examination, open to other

uty collectorships.

applicants,

but as yet has not succeedHe declares it a great injustice
that these offices are filled by republicans, and the democrats are unable to
ed.

collectorship plum

that.”
The plucky girl took the live cent
piece and bought some calico, front
which she made a bonnet that she sold
With this money she
Tor 25 cents.
bought more calico and made more
bonnets. After she had made several
Hollars in this way she determined to
She did all the work
false potatoes.
The
in the Held except the plowing.
venture was a success, and she had
rnough money to start at school. She
lid not stop work, however, and It Is
not surprising that a girl of so much
letermlnation was able to borrow
•nough money to supplement what she

Monday, June 15. The time in which
candidates were allowed to file nominaon

tion

papers expired Monday, May 4.
REPUBLICAN.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.

John A

Peters.Ellsworth
FOB GOVERNOR.

Haines.Waterville
FOR STATE AUDITOR.

Timothy F Callahan.Lewiston
FOB STATE SENATOR.

Melvin D Chatto.BrooksviUe
Sherman S Scammon.franklin

Wheelwright,
resident

Boston, long

of

a

summer

Mrs. Wheel-

of the island town.

wright has purchased the Enoch Bpurling
place, an estate of three acres, favorably
located for a Neighborhood house. The
lot and buildings, it is estimated, will cost
f5,000.
_

COHN EXPERIMENTS.
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth
Receives Seed Corn front the West.
Some weeks ago The American printed
a letter from C. P. DeLaittre, of Aitkin,
Minn., telling of the experiments made
with a white dent corn especially adapted
to the northern part of Minnesota, and

suggesting

that it would

be

a

good

corn

for Maine.

Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth, in
connection with its agricultural extension
work, took the matter up and sent for
some of the seed for experimental purposThis seed has now been received, and
es.
The

will be distributed among farmers of HanWashington counties by R. B.

cock and

Holmes, the outside representative of the
company.
The seed

Charles Hendricks,
of Atkin, Minn.,
who has made a germ test of it. He says
the seed sent tests 99 per cent, pure and
germ test 97 per cent.

a

seed

from

comes

specialist

corn

department of agriculture is
cooperating with the Union Trust Co.
t^ese corn experiments, and is prepar-

The Maine
also
in

ing circulars of instruction to be sent out
seed, giving detailed instruction

with the
as

tree.

Sen. Johnson has made no recom-

mendation yet for ] surveyor of the

Percy L Aiken. Ellsworth
Fred L Mason.

made.
She was graduated with honor from
the State College For Women, attend?d a medical school, still earning all
her expenses, got her degree and Is
now a successful practicing physician
m a large town In the south, and It
ill began with a nickel!—Youth's Com-

FOR CLERK OK COURTS.

Timothy F Mahoney. ....Ellsworth
FOB JVDOK OF PRORATE

Cranberry Isles is to have a Neighborhood house, the gift of Mrs. A. C.
Now

to methods of

planting

and selection

of seed

Blanks for

complete

a

periments
planting the

ears

will also be

and

cultivating,

for another year.

reoord of the

ex-

furnished the farms

corn.

Daily Boat Service.
The towns and cities along the Penobscot river valley will now have the advantage of daily communication by water
with Boston, as the Eastern Steamship
Corporation this week inaugurated its
daily service (Sundays excepted) between

Ricker left on Monday for Boston to visit for several weeks.
Mrs. A.

E. H. Carpenter and wife returned home
Friday from a trip to Bermuda.
Esther

Steele

summer season

will

in the

assist

during the

Bertrand E Clark.................den
Harbor
George H Fuller. ..Southwest

Mrs. James Ordway, the oldest citizen
in town, celebrated her ninety-fifth birthday May 3. She received many callers
through the day, and was the recipient of
many presents. She is unusually smart
for a lady of her age, interested in every-

thing and a most enjoyable person to meet.
All hope her good health£wiil continue
many years

May 4.

yet.
G«

MUSIC
Old Reliable
established

STORE

leae

IwarytHhat H «• «**lc lino Irani a Brand Piano to a lews^r,
Oidest and last in fastarn IM
Music
Boolcs, Motocycl**, Bicycles, Hewing
and
Music
Sheet
Machines, Victor and Kdison Talking Machines, Typewriters,
of local views.
Cards
Post
Vacuum Cleaners,
Always Alive to Customers' |B.
Up-to-date,
Always
Rellatile,
Always
}
terests. Always Guarantee Satisfaction.
NONE BETTER
GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
MADE.
easy payment terms if- desired

;

99 main street,
Bar Harbor, Maine.

I
n FMFNT
J.
iLClTlLnl,

C
+

I

1 ■ l'-l-

Convinced Both Englieh and Arabs.
Lieutenant Waghoru found It difflcult |
to convince the British postoffice of ;
the value of the isthmus of Suer, ns a
menus of shortening the letter route to
India. He guaranteed to transmit a :
bag of letters to India and return with
others to England In the same time It

Jfor &mt

or

Salt.

8urry'fond. on, mil. trom
w°rth portoffic. Apply
toC.yr S
on

FARMEllsworth.

msank,

r

Jfor Salt.

SJN8TEUOTIOK'ud
Boat

FOR

ALL

<

44

Wm.

FOR BE PR BSE NT ATI VB.

Billiard Cues.
Billiard cues «-e made of ash. with
usually a lighter wood at the handle.
A good cue should balance If a man’s
finger be placed under the middle of
It, and as it tf.pers the butt must be
of lighter wool than the shaft. But
there Is a vast amount of individuality
in cues. The making of leather billiard
cue tips has be»n art Industry of a particular class of French peasants time
out of mind.—Washington Star.

Frank J Nash.Eden

THE REPRESENTATIVE CLASSES.

The seven representative classes m Hancock county, by number, are as follows:
Class 1—Eden.
Class 2— Bucksport, Orland, Castine, Dedham and Verona.
Class 3—Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora. Amaerst, Otis. Mariaville, Waltham and Plantations 8, 10,21, 28, 33.
Class 4 —Stonington, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
Eagle island. Hog island. Butter island. Bear
Island
island. Pumpkin island and Long

plantation.

Class f>—Gouldsboro. Sullivan, Franklin,
Hancock, Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Eastbrook and Townships 7 and 9.
Class 6—Bluehill. Surry, Brooklin, Penobscot aud Brooksville.
Class 7 -Mount Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor, Swan’s Island, Cranberry Isles, Lamoine. Mt. Desert Rock and Marshall island.

Woman’s alliance met Tuesday
evening with Mrs. Henry Gardner.

R. B. Brwon and wife are spending this
week in Portland, Capt. Brown attending
grand lodge. Among others attending
grand lodge are William Patterson, W.
A. Ricker and G. A. Wheeler.

-t-H H

JfLSX'

The

Mrs.

H-t-t-

-HI I I t I M i 1 I I 1 I I H H-I

windmill, About 25 ft. high, will J, ”,*
_‘P- InqnlrnotG, A. P.acnxx,
took the letters to go. He was granted
Himi; opm. motor boat I,
order: Knoa englrr t i, hotter^Wiley 0 Conary.B«cl;?J><irj!
permission to make the attempt and j
William O Emery.Sullivan
of
c. c. Bo»«rll. Rn.wonh
at
Coal
aqmtrn
difficulties at once cropped up.
FOR SHERIFF.
\
panion.
Said was f30 a ton. at Sue* H00, 1 I."* PRESS WAGON and two.„.„d—r~
I’ort
R
Charles
APP'5' IO °“PO- A
Clark.».7*S~rfZ
P*««A
so he londed camels with coal and took
John H Macomber.Ellsworth
Curiou* Way* of th* Papuan*.
Howard B Moor.Ellsworth
When he
across the Isthmus.
them
franklin
Wiley O Newman.
In the Glrara country, Papua, a disreached Sue* with the letters the
Forrest O Silsby.Ellsworth
SALE.
trict of New Guinea, where the counFOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
MOTORBOAT QUICK
steamer which he had arranged to
BTKP,
j.hot„
the
almost
Desert
is
entirely
submerged,
try
Knox
26
all
that go.. with
engine,
feet,
Melville L Allen.Mt.
meet him was not there. This diffilaw
Al.o my place a!
required
by
natives are said to claim descent from
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
be surmounted by chartering an moggln: two liousea; good well: laic, |0t L
culty
Bovd A Blsiadell.Franklin
the dog.
They possess five totems, ;
land; near boat landing. Alao one Ht|nn.S
crew
open Arab boat and forcing the
motor to pal on any rowboat: need but ibri.
which are drawu on all their houses, i
FOR REPRESENTATIVES.
weeka: aa good aa new. Will aell vert i„.
at the pistol point to take him the *100
hillocks
are
erected
on
Their
Class 1.
villages
caab. Boat can be Been at Georg, Biack'a
miles down the Bed sea to Jeddah,
Kggemoggin. Jawaa H. Him>. m TOTe
of
and
the
so as to be dear
the water,
Elmer J Morrison.Eden
be found a steamer to take him St., Bangor, Me
1 where
Class 2.
people of each village Inhabit one large to Bombay and the return journey
Willis A Ricker.Castioe
common house, sometimes as much ns
he completed well within the time.
Special Xfltirwo
Cl at# 3.
four to five hundred feet long and sixThenceforward the Isthmus route beMilton Beckwith.Ellsworth
WOODBINE Cr.METr.HV NOTICE.-*
to eighty feet In width.
The
center
ty
Haines.
C
for
Roy
Waghorn
came the overland route,
1 hour wishing their loti at
Class 4.
of this huge building Is a kind of com- !
Woodbine
was able to convince the Arabs that
OeneUry cared for by the a»« Delation
Paul W Scott.Deer Isle
mon hall, which Is used only by the
was
better
pie**® notify Gao. A. Parcheh or L. K ««(LKi
of the mails
the
protection
6.
Class
Per order of tbr aR)t<M ution
men. while the walls of the structure
than looting them. English gold being
A B Holt.Gouldsboro
are divided Into
cubicles In three or his strongest argument.
NOTICK.
Class 6.
four floors, access to which Is gained
HEBEA8, my wife, Ethel Poor Chick
Ward W Wescott.Bluehill
II/
has
left
If
bed and board. I ber*.’
means
of
ladders.
are
The
women
roy
by
How to Live to Be a Hundred.
by notify any and all person*. a:.,1 forbid
not allowed to enter the building by
Merritt T Ober. .Mt Desert
them from trusting her on my account, as I
hours'
night.
every
sleep
Eight
Loren W Rumill.Tremont
shall pay no bills of her contracting after thU
the same door as the men.
A great
date.
Sleep on your right side.
Ei’uk.nk Chic*,
DEMOCRATIC.
deal of sorcery prevails In the western
Great Pond. Maine. May 6, 19U
window
bedroom
open.
Keep your
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
division.
In the wilder parts of the
door.
bedroom
a
mat
at
Have
your
William R Pattangall.Waterville
country tBe chief is himself a head
legal ITotirt*.
Keep your bed away from the wall.
FOR GOVERNOR.
lie claims to be able to sepsorcerer.
in
the morning, but a
No cold bath
NOTICE
OF FORECLOSURE.
Oakley C Curtis.Portland arate his
spirit from his body and to bath at the temperature of the body.
Peter Charles Keegan.Van Buren
"\VrUEREAH. Albert C. Wentworth, of ElleBertrand O Mclntire.Waterford
send It on various missions, including
worth. Hancock county. Maine, by
fI
Exercise before breakfast.
FOR AUDITOR.
bis
deed, dated the 2lst day of
that of killing people.—Argonuut.
Eat little meat and be sure that it Is Aprilmortgage
a. d. 191*. and recorded
in Hancock
John E Banker.Eden
county registry of deeds, book 497. page 256,
J Edward Sullivan.
Bangor
well cooked.
to me the undersigned, a certain lot
conveyed
FOR SENATOR.
*
The Savannah River.
Drink no milk.
(This applies to or parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
!
situated In aaid Ellsworth and bounded and
Joseph C Harmon....Stonington
No one will take seriously the sug- adults only.t.
W'illiam H Sherman.Eden
described as follows: being lot numbered
Eat plenty of fat to feed the cells 224 of the land
gestion of a correspondent of the AtFOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.
formerly belonging to the
lanta Constitution that there is a which destroy disease germs.
fttate, containing one hundred acre* more or
William B Blaisdell....Sullivan
leas, and being the homestead of the late
Daniel E Hurley.Ellsworth
Avoid intoxicants, which destroy the Jobs McFarland,
"legend” to the effect that the Savanand being the same premFOR CLERK OF COURTS.
nah river was so named because an cells that combat disease.
ises conveyed to the said Albert
Wentworth by me the
John A Cunningham.Ellsworth
undersigned, Julia A.
Indian chief asked somebody to "Save
in
animals
Allow
no
living
your
pet
Leonard, by deed dated April 21. rii.i; and
John A Stuart.Ellsworth
Anna,” his daughter, who had fallen rooms, for they carry disease germs. whereas the condition of said mortgage has
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATR.
bean broken, now therefore, by reason of
from a boat lnff> the river. But the reLive In the country If you can.
Jerome H Knowles.Mt. Desert
the breach of the condition thereof. 1 claim a
currence of the puerile Joke In the
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.
Watch the three D's—drinking water, foreclosure of said mortgage.
Jl'LlA A. Lt"NAHD.
form of the suggestion gives occasion
Charles H Leland.Ellsworth
damp and drains.
j
by D. E. Hurley, her attorney.
Howard W Young.Hancock
to say that the word “savannah" Is a
Have change of occupation.
May 6, 1914.
FOR SHBRIPP.
very old one. *ud philologists tracing
Take frequent and short holidays.
Frank Bradbury.Franklin
It to Its origin go back to ancient
aWintUSOTirrun
Limit your ambition.
Joseph T Snow.Stonington
Greek through old Spanish. The EngFOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
Keep your temper.—Maxims of Sir (HAIXKXUK
lish meaning of the word, spelled withFROM
rAIUIIKK
Sidney E Doyle....•••*.Sullivan
James Sawyer. English Physician.
Roland A Five.Brooklin
out the final "h,” Is a tract of level
H Fremont Maddocks.Ellsworth
land covered with vegetation, usually
Offers to Refund Money If Dr HowFOR TREASURER.
Historic Ssnso of Americans.
grass or reefs, and void of trees or
Frank L Heath.Ellsworth
ard’s Remedy Will Not Cun- Any
a
American
does
not
feel
The
good
with trees ivcurrlng only occasionFOR REPRESENTATIVES.
him
Case of Constipation or l>jsally. From the savannas along Its stranger over here nnd we regard
Class 1.
banks the rl’er was named. In the as one of our own family. Hat why
pepsla.
Alvarado McFarland.Eden
44
level, grassy savanna Is observed some does he come? Not altogether because
John H Stalford.
O. A. Parcher is seeking the » rsi case
44
a
common
Eben K Whittaker.
heritage impels of
resemblance to a “sheet.” which was the call of
dyspepsia or constipation in Kllsworth
Class 2.
him, not entirely drawn by the attrac- or
one meaniug of the word In Greek.
vicinity to t«*t Dr. Howard < new
D
Bridges.Verona
and
Stephen
Also It meant a towel.—Savdnnah tions. commercial, artistic, social
for the care of those disea
remedy
Class 3.
natural, of London and England. He
News.
So confident is he that this remarkable
Frank S Lord.Ellsworth
comes chiefly, perhaps, in obedience to
medicine will effect a lasting cure in a
Class 4.
the historic s-nse which Is Innate In
Turkish Baths.
Cecil E Wssgstt.Deer Isle
short time* thst he offers to refund tbe
The proper way to take a Turkish good Americans. Wherever the hisClass 5.
money should it not be successful.
Joseph M Gerrish.Winter Harbor bath Is to devote plenty of time to the toric sense may best be satlsfled-ln
In order to secure the quickest
r-ible
Joseph J Roberts.
process. On entering stay In the first Rome, Athens. Paris. Madrid or Conintroduction* Mr. 1‘archer will sell a reguClass 6.
room, the moderately hot one. until all
stantinople—there the American Is lar
Otis Littlefield.Bluehill
fifty-cent package of this raed’ iue at
44
feeling of oppression has passed off. found, lie may win bis satisfaction In half
Harvey H McIntyre.
price* 25 cents.
Then move on Into the second, the hot a frenzied flurry with guidebooks and
Clant 7.
This remedy of Dr. Howard's w ill cure
binoculars, only half digesting the sick
Joseph W Small.Mount Desert room, as It is called. The third one.
headache, dizzy feelings, constipacalled the oven, should seldom be used, glories that be scamps. That is the
SOCIALIST.
tion, dyspepsia and ail forms of malaria
defect of his quality, the consequences
as the heat Is too Intense to be safe. It
and liver trouble. It does not simply give
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
Is best to be content with a mild per- of the habits of life which America relief
William E Plummer.Monroe
for a time; it makes permanent and
has
Its
the
histhrust
Bons.
But
upon
FOR GOVERNOR.
spiration at first and to Btay In too
complete cures.
Is
even
toric
sense
there
and.
unconPercey F Morse.Portland short a time rather than too long.
It will regulate tbe bowels, tone up tbe
FOB AUDITOR.
People are apt to think that the more sciously. your good American is Its whole intestinal tract,
give you an appe*
Hans J P^Enemark.Portland
they perspire the better they will be. obedient slave.—London Express.
tite, make food taste good and digest well
FOR SENATOR.
but that Is not the ease, and, what Is
and increase vigor.
Charles H Stover.i.Eden
Joy and happiness
more, there Is an element of danger in
“My life is made a burden by bill col- will take the place of that “don care
FOR SHERIFF.
prolonging the process. Taken quiet- lectors.” “I’ve discovered a way of get- w hether 1 live or die” feeling.
James H Savage.Ellsworth
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
ly and with discrimination. Turkish ting rid of 'em tbat never fails.” "For
J Murray Higgins.Eden
baths are one Of the greatest boons to heaven’s sake, put me wise.” “I pay em,
FOB TREASURER.
suffering humanity.—New York Tele- my boy.”
O. EMERY
Frank E Fernald.Ellsworth
gram.
How’s This?
FOR REGISTER OF DBBDS.

Ricker store.

Ellen Johnson left Monday for
disfiguring insects; that new ones be
Pa. She will return to Casplanted to replace those which have Germantown,
tire the last of June.
died through the winter; that the
The last woman’s club meeting of the
orchards have been properly pruned
for the season was held on Saturday afterand sprayed,” says the governor.
noon with Mrs. William Hooke.

shake the

List of Those Who Will be

Voted For In June*
a complete list of republican,
democratic and socialist candidates for
nomination for State and county office,
whose names will appear on the official
ballots for the primary elections to be held

at

trips
bad manners as well as of ingratitude.
The immortal Washington
passed week, so that every incoming Boston
away from this earth while Mexico steamship at Rockland will connect with
was still a Spanish vice-royalty, but the steamers on these lines.
the nation he helped to found aided
The steamer will leave Bar Harbor daily
Mexico in the most acute crisis of its
except Sundays, at 2 p. m., and will leave
existence. But for the moral pressure
Rockland daily at 5.15 p. m., except Monwhich the United States put upon
Napoleon III., with military pressure days.
The steamer will leave Bluebill daily
in sight, Maximilian might have made
good his hold on Mexico and kept his except Sundays at 1 p. m. and leave Rockempire going for some time. That land daily except Mondays at 5.15 p. m.
This week the steamer Monhegan, runepisode Mexican historians patriotically find it convenient to forget. ning between Portland and Rockland, reThe small percentage of the Mexican sumed the three
trips service, leaving
people who can read and write are Portland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturtherefore excusable to some extent
for not realizing what the statue of days at 7 a. m. and leaving Rockland at
George Washington stood for. We 5.15 a. m. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fricould not retaliate in kind if we were days.
so inclined, for Mexico has not contributed a great man to the public
Memorial Resolutions.
statuary gallery of the United States.
The Union Trust Co. of Ellsworth has
—Boston Transcript.
adopted the following resolutions:
Whereat, The directors of Union Trust
There is little change in the Mexi- Company of Ellsworth have learned with
can situation in the past week.
Car- deep regret of the death of their associate,
Mr. W. A. Havey, of Franklin, who has been a
ranza, the rebel leader, has refused to
director of this bank ever since its existence;
issues
in
the
mediation
and
join
plan,
there is a growing suspicion that
Wheieat, The directors of this company
Huerta’s acceptance of the mediation deem it proper that a record be made of their
sense of appreciation of the faithful and valuproposals was merely to gain time, able services
by Mr. Havey to this company
and if possible to effect an alliance
during his term as director: now, therefore,
with the rebels in opposing the United
Retolved. That in the death of Mr Havey,
States. The army chafes under the the company has lost the services of an efficient
and honorable director; and that, in
watchful waiting in the broiling sun
his death, the directors of this bank have not
on the outskirts of Vera Cruz, while
only sustained a great personal loss, but the
the Huerta forces are destroying rail- institution has been deprived of an earnest
roads and bridges and throwing up advisor whose sesvices have been apprecidefensive works between that city and ated; and further,
Retolned, That these resolutions be spread
Mexico City. Such little incidents as
upon the directors’ records, and a copy of
the imprisonment of an American them transmitted to the family of Mr. Havey,
consul do not tend to improve the and also published in Tub Ellsworth
American temper or make more bear- American.
able this delay in affairs.
CASTINE.

Arbor

An Education From a Niekof.
A young girl who lived In Misalsslppl asked her brother to give her the
Me told her
money to go to college.
he could not afford it and, tossing her
a nickel, added, "Unless you can go on

Below is

William T

If the people of the Mexican capital
Boston, Bangor and intermediate landings.
pulled down the statue cf George
The service on the Mt. Desert and Bluewere
of
Washington they
guilty
very
hill lines is also on a basis of six
a

as

Complete

ningham

Bluehill

MAY 6, 1914.

to

him.

2,877

papers for the primaries expired on
Monday. A complete list of the candidates in the field appears elsewhere

representative
seph C. Harmon

by

PRIMARY CANDIDATES.

FOB COUNTY ATTORNEY.

Ready for the Primaries.
The lines are drawn for the battle
of the primaries on Jane 15, when
the voters will decide upon the candidates for the election in September.
The time for filing of nomination

for

Mr. Davis feels like accepting, there
is little doubt that this office, where
the late Oen. Joshua L. Chamberlain
was long the encumbent, will be filled

copies.

Average per week for 1913,

WEDNESDAY,

The

port of Portland. He fully intends,
however, to recommend Cyrus W.
Davis, of Waterville, for thatofflce. If

mixing plaster of parls for
mending craokr lu [duster use vinegar

instead of water. It should be of the
consistency of putty, and when the
are fillvl the top should be
I cracks
smoothed over vith a knife. The mlxj
ture will not hidden for about half an
| hour.

They paint ships

a

dozen

times

a

year;

What
yes, some of them, every voyage.
for do you think? To look nice and get
business.

|

Cause and Effect.
Comedian—I soy, old chap, your nose
and chin will fight ere long; they approach each other very menacingly!
Old Actor—I'm afraid so myself, for
a great many Words have passed between them a ready!—London Tele-

livery keeps its carriages painted and
varnished and washed, to look nice and I graph.
get business.
Flor'da’a Tip.
A man, with a house for sale or to let,
Mount Pleasant. Fla.. Is probably the
“does it up,” and Devoe is the paint.
smallest mountain as well as the least
There’s more in paint than to keep out
In elevation in this country. It Is only
water. Paint for looks and you needn’t
301 feet above sea level and Is the
think about water. A fresh coat of paint
highest determine! point In the state.
once a year is about as good for his credit
But the man whose
as paying his debts.
Couldn't.
buildings and fences look new, very
She—What was the doctor's diagnolikely, has no debts.
sis? He—Palplntlon of the heart.
DEVOE
She—Well, why doesn't he keep away
Morrison-Joy Co. sell it.
from her?-Judge.
A

|

and

copies .furnished

on

short

notice, and at RIASOftAftU PRICES.
OFFICE:

MORRISON, JOY & CQ. BLOCK,
STATE

STREET.

TilMtan. 125-2.

gists.

Take Hall’s

MAINE

taarchaa made and abstracts

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
ing directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials seut free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

f. S. >«. 715

Family Pills for constipation.

Commission fHrrctjant*.

Jljtlp EElantrt.
AGENTS to sell high grade
nursery stock, fully guaranteed. Part or
your time. Outfit fiee. Pay weekly. Write
for terms. Homkk C|iasb Co.,
Auburn, Me

RELIABLE

all

AGED WOMAN at once for
housekeeper in family of one; good
home and fair wages to one who can do the
washing. Telephone 1. H. H. H ahden,

MIDDLE

j^l»IONlWEWSL®^r

Burr*

himself generally
about hotel;
BOY.
familiar with
Hancock
to

make

one

Strike when the iron is hot and paint
when the property needs it.

TITLES
I.LBWORTH,

Toledo. O.
taken internally, act-

Plartnr of Paris.
When

|

NOW PAINT

W e offer One H uud red hollars Kewasd tor
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by him.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.

Apply

at

Bouse,

Ellsworth.

APPLES

useful
horses
*ve

Co lift.
over

Moore’s
Hot

bv Dr. Gibbs.
OFFICES
Apply to E. Q.

p?

h

fencotk

ALSO:

MEATS, EGGS, and all
Farm Products.

Host.

SAykINQ5
BANiC
h

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

SHIP THESE

drug store, vacated

water*beat and toilet!

Moore, Ellsworth.

hare

B°°KN0ST21 issued by
County Se.inge Bettk.

2Uihetti»cmnit*.

TEACHERS
Teachers wanted for
spring
cies. Write for particulars.

vacan-

Eastern Educational
Bureau,
Suite 410, Eastern Trust

professional

Cats*.

_

A LICE II. SCOT T
and
typewkitIno^accountino
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., oftonand. for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonos
Agent Oliver Typewriter! typewriter suppH**
Cor. Mam aud Water Sts. (over Moore’s 1"“*

_Store). Ellsworth, Me.
Sixteen ounces of performance to every
pound of promise in the advertisement*
THE AMERICAN,

Bld'g, Bangor. of

presented
many petitions
action.
the board for

■Jo

BY

SELECTED

-TUBS KOAD

OIOBWAY commission
AID WORK—BOLLS

STATE

fob state

!

OF AC-

COUNTS.
at the re*ufull bo«rd wm present
of the city government MonmeeunR
l,r
The

evening.
Bolls of accounts

Aar

passed

were

follows:

as

accouter* »o. 8.
Xamt.
George M Campbell,
John H Bresnataan,
Wm C Dodge,
B H A U R Power Co,

roll or

|W*d.
Police.

Electric lijrbt,
Library.

Michael J Drummey,
John Brady,
Mary A Hodgkins,
F.K Springer,

Fire dept,

J A Thompson,
N E Tel * Tel Co.
George W Hamilton,
John Henry Brown,

Poor,

Amount.
$ 52 5£i
52 60
4 2fi
221 43
295 83
t8
10
35
2
52
52

Colin McKeuxie,
C W Grindal,
E G Moore,
Millard H Loot,
Ellsworth Auto Co,
Harold M ripillane,
Harvey T Spillanc,

Doyle,
Irving B Salisbury,

E E

Co,

Ginn & Co,
D C Heath A Co,
American Book Co.
Silver, Burdett A Co,
E E Babb A

Co,

Campbell** Job Print,
Henry W Conley,
Harold E Treworgy,

School.

Contingent.

M
00
80

2€
00
00

12 43
18 70
1 25
1W
150
25

K R Card.
George A Parcher,
W Conley.
Supt of teba. Henry
School houae. C O BorrillA 8on,
A M Prank*,
High school. E G Moore,
Erneat D Qilea,
a tin A Oo,
Text bit *up, Harry C A
Holden Pat Book Cover

Erneat D Giles,
Charles Severance,
Edward Haney,
A C Waotworth,
Neido Conary,
N H Tel ft Tel Co,
Jeremiah Hurley,
C W ftPL Mason,
Ellsworth Auto Co,
Arthur B Mitchell,

1 28
5 90
2 00
4 00
7 15
43 00
18 00
1 25
8 98
16 00
4 18
1 49
8 80
2125
12 20
5 88
2 27
7 00
8 74
50
8 00
100

52 00
9 oo
1 00
10
55 00
18 83
2 00
8350
49 41
27 80
2 28
28 98
2 00
15 00

*

J A Cunningham,
C L Morang.
CW Grindal,
E G Moore,
James W Smith,
Julia Cbatto,
Hancock Co Pub Co,

85 00

Wm C Dodge,
C WftPL Mason,
J Artelk- McGown,
K 1 Moor,.

7 cw
41 25
10 00
3 00
2 00
29 50
11 40
4 00

*

Harry Sargent,
Charles H Leiand,
J A Thompson.
Arthur L Nason,

1.49190
STRRBT

COHMIASIOMBR'S

770 00
229 14

$2,910 20

REPORT

passed

Text-books,
Sch’house.

Bupt of

9.C47 50 2,<*2 *2 6.9W 68
3,000 00 I 573 66 2,426 34
>00 00
600 00
105 67
394 33
1.000 00 1.000 00
.! l.ooooo
502 So;
m $•
19 73
482 77
00
00

996 00

sens,

Police.
Fire dept.
City library,
Interest.
City water.
Elec lights,
Cam lota.
R*P Ha hall,

Poor,
City debt,

Wflte

500 00
500 00
1.500 00 1.562 24
2,300 00 2,300 00
600 00
600 00
1.000 00 1,000 00
500 00
500 00
1,200 00 1,200 00
3,000 00 3,000 OC
700 00
700 00
4.200 00 4,200 00
2,080 00 2.030 00
2.500 00 2,500 00
72 00
72 00
3.550 00 3,55(1 50

996 68

500

;
917
86
14

79j

00

365 77
1382 21

501

5M 49
985 70
428 35
993 50

80;

73 65
206 50
624 22! 2^75 78
305 39
394 61
4,200 00
2,030 00
442 84 2.057 16
72 00
591

the scboolhouse

66

2.968 84

9,412 25 9,412 25
2,672 31 24172 31

9,412 25
2,672 31

50,738 06 60,845

lot

on

inquiry as to title to
the Shore road. He

State highread, advising the
designated by the board
No. 3 for State aid work,

of aldermen

an

was

by the commission, and
that |747 had been appropriated for the
work. The road selected is the Eastern
had been selected

road.

petition for repairs on
road, Mayor Hagerthy said

to the

43,595 77

to

Knighthood.

of Norfolk, who eventually
went to the lords ns Earl of Leicester,
wns
furious when threatened with
knighthood. Alter an attack on the
prince regent's life In 1817 Coke was
chosen to present him with an address
from the Norfolk, Whigs.
They congratulated him heartily on his escape,
but concluded by beseeching him to
"dismiss from his presence and council
those advisers who by their conduct
had proved themselves alike enemies
to the throne and people.” On learning the terms T>f the proposed address
the regent, who knew that Coke valued
his position as commoner above everything. declared, ''If Coke enters my
When
presence I shall knlgbt him."
this threat was reported to Coke he replied. “If he dare try to knight me I
swear I’ll bieak his sword."—London
Chronicle.
Coke

A communication from the
way commission
city that the road

|

motion of Aid. Maddocks the fol-

lowing letter was adopted and recorded,
the clerk was instructed to forward
it to the State highway commission:

and

Eased Her Mind.
Mrs. Slmpson-Jones wanted to become a suffragette, but her husband

objected.

“But" she pleaded. “If you only
knew what a lot one learns at their
To the Honorable Board of State Highway
meetings—all about teferendums and
Commissioners:
recalls and"—
We the undersigned, mayor and aldermen
of the city of Ellsworth, respectfully ask you
“I’ve said no. and that ends It!"
to build a part of the automobile trunk line j snapped Mr. Simpson-,tones.
"If you
aud
this
Ellsworth
road between
Bangor
women want to find things out why
Falls
and
buildat
Ellsworth
year, beginning
don’t you follow the advice of St. Paul
ing toward Bangor.
and ask your husbands? You women
A. C. Haoerthy, Mayor*
are such fools."
Harry S. Jones.
This was too much for Mrs. SlmpsonJohn A. Stuart,
Jones’ long hundred spirit.
Owns H. Trkworoy,
H. Fremont Maddocks,
“That’s Just the trouble,” she returnHoward B. Moor,
ed. “Women have been ’asking their
Aldermen.
husbands' for the last 2.0QO years, and
MR. MARDEN’S BOND ACCEPTED.
they're still fools."—New Y’ork Tribune.
Aid.

moved

Btuart

that

the

bond

of

Commissioner Marden be accepted. It wilt be remembered that the
acceptance of this bond was held up by
Street

Maddocks

believing

the

when

first

presented,

he

commissioner should give

a

appropriation.
The bond presented Monday night was
in its original form.
not

to

exceed

his

Won In Losing,
She wanted to do some shopping and.
as Is the custom of wives, felt the need
for more money. She went to her husband und asked for the loan of a sover-

eign.

“But you'll never pay me back." pro“I’ve lent you
tested the husband.
money before.”
Aid. Maddocks called for the ayes and
“I’ll bet you 2 shillings 1 pay you in
nays on the motion to accept the bond, j
Aid. Jones, Stuart, Treworgy and Moor j a month.” said the wife.
“Right.” said the husband, leaping at
voted yes; Aid. Maddocks no, and the
! Coll'd since last report, 3,229 65
this sporting offer.
bond was accepted.
10,171 29
The month passed. One morning the
Melvin L. Davis was added to the list of
i B»l»nce uncollected,
wife came sorrowfully to her husband.
$31,770 61
city surveyors.
TttK
E
“Dear. I've lost that bet. Here's your
The dnance committee was authorized
Balance on hand at last report. $ 703 14
2 shillings.”—Manchester Guardian.
of
loan
a
to
$1,000.
negotiate
temporary
;
Received
7,250

21

COLLECTOR’S ACCOUNTS.
Cncollected taxes of years
Prior to i90$.
$17,441 53
Tax deeds...
4,157 82
TtX

from taxes.

Received from other
P»id

out

since last

sources.

report.
J- A-

May 1914.
Alderman Maddocks
4.

3.229 65
200 00

$4,132 79
8,747 53

McGown, Auditor.
called

attention to

***** shut-off water
pipes projecting
lbove the surface in
sidewalks, a menace
®
and
Street Commissioner
pedestrians,
*rden was instructed to call the attenthe water
company to the matter.
A. W. Curtis
appeared before the board
t>ehal!of
Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R.,
!n
0 ask
for the usual
appropriation for aid
°f t**e
Memorial day exercises of the post,
n
the free use of Hancock hall for Bun-

ded

,.ay eTen'ng,

A

recess was

taken to

May

18.

COMMITTEE MEETING.

the regular meeting, there was a
of the board as a committee of
the whole to consider the laying oat of
work on the State road. The road selected
by the highway commission is the Eastern
road. It was decided to begin work where
After

meeting

gravelling of the road last year ended,
short distance west of Wyman park en-

trance, and continue the work east as far
as the money available will permit.
The repair of the Lamoine road was also
discussed at this meeting, and the commissioner was virtually instructed to go
The committee on
on with the work.
streets will make an early tour of inspec-

M»y 24, aDd the afternoon of
tion of the roads, to lay out other work
ttnorial day. The board voted
fHU to
on the petitions referred to
e
Poet, and the use' of the hall as re- and to report
it.
quested.
___

batch of petitions.
e

following petitions

were

referred:

residents
petition
*er, referred
committee
of

of

to

street

for

streets.

of residents of Lamoine
°*8 8ec,'on of the Lamoine road
8wortt>i referred to the committee

Many friends here were grieved to learn
of the death recently of Mrs. W. H. Russell, of Ashland, formerly teacher of
fnusic in the Sullivan schools. Mrs. Russell had been in poor health most of the
winter. She died April 20.

streets.

ttli8 point Alderman
the1'88^<'<lu*cy
of the
>ne

miu.

1

Moor spoke

highway fund,

on

say-

8fter de<lucting the street comsal,ry. there was now left

rin|,.l0"er'8

P'300 to repair something

150 “ties
of road.
°“.

^

on

*°petitions

I
on
°"

Dean

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

presented

gentlemen,”

like

he laid, addressing

Posted

on

Slang.

A Chicago boy who Is in the eighth
grade at school was speaking at the
breakfast table the other morning
about the stupidity of another boy.
“Gee,” he said, "his bean's solid ivory!
I can hand him bull by the yard and
he never gets hep that he’s bein'
conned at all.”

the
a

LAMOINE.
There will be a dance at the town hall
Monaghan’s orchesThursday evening.
tra.

school,

the Methodist

while the

A Game* of Chance.
“There is nothing more uncertain
than a horse race,” exclaimed the man
with a tendency to talk loud.
And
the
melancholy friend re-

sponded

:

“You never worked in a meteorological office, did you?”—Exchange.
Fame or Fortune.
"If you could have your choice.” she
asked, “which would you take—fame
or fortune?”
“Fortune.” he replied without a moment’s hesitation. “Fame gets a man
nothing on automobile row.”—Chicago

Record-Herald.
Last Resource.
Jinks—Would you marry f<jr money?
Blinks—Not until I’ve exhausted every
reasonable means of getting it—Yonkers Statesman.

____________

Advertising it like learning to swim
and you will
gave confidence, strike out
surely tain.

Ready

money

Danish Proverb.

works great cureta—

men’s

North Ellsworth walked off
with the white ribbon. The presentation
bible class of

were felicitous, and this part of
the service was mucn enjoyed.
The address of the evening was by Rev.
H. P. Whitelock, of Pittsfield, one of the
State Sunday school workers, who took as
his theme, “Handfuls of Purpose.” The
recessional by the vested choir brought to
a close a service unique and memorable.

speeches

HASKHAJJj.

Ellsworth Hi^h Plays First Game of
Season at Bluehill.

Ellsworth high school opened its baseball season last Saturday, losing to Blue-

10-9;

hill

in

extra-inning

an

mary :
E. H. S.
E Whitcomb, cf,
R Haynes, ss,

AB.
5
6

R.
2
1
2

4

shape.

bond

Totals

Opposed

referred

referred to the school board.

was

Aid.

State tax
County tax,

road;

OTHER BUSINESS.
AiDeri Luuam mane

On
999 14

Appro-> Total |
|Baiunpriat'n credit* Drawn drawn

State road.
Per h'hwav,
Per a'walk,
School.
Bigh scb.

mill

STATE HIGHWAY PETITION.

and orders
March 8. 1914.

9.000
3.000

Treworgy

He
thought the work should be done.
thought |200 would put the road in good

charging off rolls

Contingent,
Highway.
Sidewa.k,
Bridge.
Rck crush's

to the

the committee on streets.
Verbal request for extension of sidewalk
on the Shore road was made by Fred E.
Round. He was advised to present a petition for formal action by the board.
to

he

GrAnd total,
DITOE't

corner

SALARY BOLL.

..

A

■

Keverting

13 50

Common school fund.
High school.

after

I

the Lamoine

416 16
TKACH BRA

—

ROLLS.

High way *. 1215 67
85 15
Bridge.
115 84
Rockcruahing.
Sidewa-. k.

democratic members of the
board,
She Minted Queen Victoria.
INSPIRING SERVICE
“asked the street commissioner
to sign a
I-oie Fuller lu her book tells us, how
bond not to overdraw this
appropriation,
the
failed to see Queen Victoria, a mis- Union Meeting of Sunday Schools at
when everybody knows that it
will take I fortune due to the
Hancock I(all.
exigencies of theat15,000 at least, with the roads we have to
rieal contracts.
One of the largest religious gatherings
keep in repair.”
“One day ut Nice some one came and in the history of the city was held in
He questioned the
policy of reducing the asked me to dance before Queen Vic- Hancock hall
Sunday evening, when the
appropriations for roads and sidewalks
toria.
She had just arrived at the Sunday schools engaged in the recent
something like *4,000 from recent years
Illviern to pass the winter months, as competition met for the purpose of makfor the purpose of
applying it, so he an- j she was accustomed to do
every year. ing the awards to the fortunate contestderstood, to the city debt, saving thereby !
It may well be believed that X was ants.
something like *180 in interest, when the
flattered by such a request. X assented,
Rev. P. A. A. Killam presided, and
skimping on roads this year would cost !
naturally, and set myself to work mak- grouped on the platform were the other
the city *1,000 more another
to
year
put ing all my preparations for this lm
pastors, the superintendents of the differthem back where they aro now. He said
ent schools and the representatives of the
portant event.
the city needed more for
permanent side"There was a knock at the door. A various classes which were winners in the
walks, to get rid of the old plank walks maid
brought a telegram. It was sign- contest. The vested choirs of the Baptist
as fast as possible.
He suggested crushed
ed by my manager and was couched church and the church at the Falls comrock walks on Water street from the
poet- In the following words: ’Take train bined for the occasion, making a group of
offlce to the garage, and on State street to
this evening, to sail day after tomor- forty voices. They not only sang well, but
the hardwood factory.
row; destination. New York.'
they made a very Ipleasing appearance.
Aid. Stuart said bo did not know on
"I replied with a message pleading The instrumental music was by an orcheswhat authority Aid. Moor said the board
for a delay for the purpose of dancing tra—Miss Nellie Abbott, piano; Harold
intended to take *1,000 from the continbefore Queen Victoria.
I
received Higgins, violin; Winfred Joy, cornet.
fund
to
gent
reduce the city debt.
After the overture came the processional
simply the following Inconic telegram:
Aid. Moor then introduced a motion to
'Impossible. Ls»ave at once. Time Is by the choir which was followed by prayer
transfer from the contingent fund
*k,000 money.’
The
offered by Rev. R. B. Mathews.
to the highway fund, *500 to the rock“That's why X did not dance before scripture was read by Rev. T. S. Ross.
crushing fund Bnd *500 to the permanent
The chairman then briefly referred to
Queen Victoria.”
sidewalk fund. Aid. Maddocks called for
the contest, expressing gratification over
the ayes and nays. The vote was as folthe results and the hope that, for the sake
Rebuked.
lows: Aid. Stuart, Jones and
Maddocks,
The Germans
as
all extensively of enlargement and efficiency, the results
no; Aid. Treworgy and Moor, yes. So the
A pleasant feature of the
traveled persons know—are great stick- would abide.
motion was lost.
lers for titles. One must not only say service was the brief but hearty tribute of
Petition of property owners and taxHerr Cancellarius Rolz. Herr I>r. Bar- appreciation given by the chairman to
payers for removal of stable in rear of the
on
Meier, IXerr Professor Schmidt; Mrs. Geraldine Moore, who for more than
Fred A. Eddy store on Main street, which
must also say Frau Cancellarius forty years has been a teacher and superthey declared was a menace to health by one
Frau Dr. Baronin Meier, Frau intendent in the school at Ellsworth
Uolz,
a
and
a
menace
blocking sewer,
from fire
The audience gave her a standing
Professor Schmidt
Also there are Falls.
because of its
dilapidated condition.
to which she responded.
flue distinctions in titles.
If one title salute,
Alderman Stuart reported that he had
To the president of the county Sunday
visited the building, and found it as de- I is higher than another by so much n9 school
convention, Rev. O. J. Guptill, was
a hair's breadth, the wayfaring man
scribed by the petitioners. The floor
assigned the pleasant duty of presenting
must
not
call
the
of
the
owner
rightful
timbers have fallen in and dammed
up
the awards. The banner for the growth
the sewer or drain running under the 1 higher title by the lower title. Never!
and attendance was presented
to the
A
certain
alschoolteacher
who
public
building, causing it to back up into the
Baptist school, and was received by Henry
the
title
of
was
master
ready
enjoyed
cellars of adjoining stores. The city clerk
W. Sargent. It is a beauty, the work and
promlted to head master. Next day
was instructed to notify Mr. Eddy.
the gift of Mrs. Hastings’ bible class of
ns
of
unaware
young Fritz, quite
yet
Petition for sprinkling the streets at
ladies of the Falls Sunday school.
the honor that had come to his Instruc- young
Ellsworth Falls with oil; referred to the
The blue ribbon for class attendance
tor
him
with
his
overnight, greeted
committee on streets.
went to Miss Milliken’s class of the Falls,
usual cheery “Good morning, master.’’
Petition for street lights near the Fivethe junior boys’ class of that school taking
“Perhaps," said the new head mas- the red
saw darn bridge and on Infant
street; reribbon, Mrs. J. O. Whitney’s class
ter with dignity—"perhaps you’d rathferred to committee on lights.
taking the white ribbon.
er just call mo Adolf.”—New York
Petition of the New England Telephone
The blue ribbon for class growth went
Post.
A Telegraph Co. for right to erect poles
to the Three-B. class of the Baptist school,
and wires on old Bangor road from Grant’s
the red ribbon to Mrs. Greely’s class of
the

CITY MEETING.

McQown, p,
C Haynes, 2b,
Linnehan, 8b,
R Whitcomb, lb,
Anderson, If,
Phillips, If,
Robbins, rf,
Fortier, ff,

*2 out when

inning

6
5

2

4

0

6
2
2

0

44

9

H.

PO.

12
4

SumA.
0
0

1
0

R.

The Object of" this
Advertisement
b

to inform every reader of The

8
29*
made.

H.

PO.

A.

E.

American, who lias need of any kind
policies combine broad protection and prompt
lowest possible rates.

that all our

surance

ments with the

C.

W.

&

F.

L.

ELLSWORTH,

Property

of insettle

■

MASON,
MAINE

will be protected from fire by

owners

Fire

placing their

Insurance

with E. J.
ELLSWORTH

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

FALLS

Rev. O. J. Quptill is in Brewer attending the conference.
long lumber mill

The

Haynes & Co.

started

of Whitcomb,
sawing Monday

morning.
Miss

Mabel

Bangor

is home from

Maddocks

where she has

been

employed

as

nurse.

Jordan,

Miss Isabele

Waltham,

of

was

here over Sunday and Monday, the guest
of Miss Alice Clough.
Leonard A. Jordan has moved his family
Higgins house on Mill street to
the Witham house on State street.
from the

Frank E. Fernald returned home Friday
a visit with his daughter Mary at
Portland and son George at South Paris.

And also Stands for

from

Mrs. Mary J. Dunham returned«home
Brewer, where she spent
the winter with her granddaughter, Mrs.
Josie Curtis.

Eugene Whittaker and family
Monday from the Keisor house

Frank A. Cottle and

Mrs.
came

Monday

home

We’re Artists with

son

Rolling Pin
we sing,
Dough, re, mi, fa, sol, la, see?
When Rolling Out the Dough.

the

Waltham road to the Wentworth house
the old Bangor road.

the

on

And Here’s the Tune

George

from the Green Lake

where they have been for a week
with Mrs. Cottle’s parents, Fred E. Grace
and wife.

hatchery,

Carlisle and wife have received a
their son, Bert B. Carlisle and
wife, of Butte, Mont., announcing the
arrival of a son—Bert Ludwig Carlisle—on
A. H.

card

from

April 25.
Eugene Carlisle,

employed

who is

with

construction company at Smith Cove, N,
B., was home for one day last week. Mr.
Carlisle w*as sent to Berlin, N. H., with the
remains of a fellow workman who died
a

there

j

A. HOLZ,
Cor. Main and Franklin Sts., Ellsworth
’Phone 61-2

SATIN PUMPS and
COLONIALS

suddenly.

William

night

Cake,
Hungry Souls.

Bread and Pies and
We Bake for

moved
on

Rolls,

And then there’s

last week from

H. Brown came home Saturday
East Machias, where he has

from

been for several

weeks

doing

mill work.

Brown will goto Whitneyville about
the middle of the month to build a large
water mill for the Sullivans, to replace the
one burned last year.
Mr.

A

1

run was

AB.

game.

SSbbmtarmnua.

common

mistake

of

local advertisers

is to estimate the value of advertising
space of one newspaper by the amount
It is a
asked by some other publication.
mistake of judgment for a business man
to estimate the value of space in a reputable newspaper with a good circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept business at any price and be
pleased to get if.—Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.

Sent to your home for your examination, and
if not satisfactory in quality and fit, we will
refund your raone^. We have these in the ten
following colors: BLACK, WHITE, BLUB,
LAVENDER,
FINK,
CANARY,
RED,
NILE GREEN, SILVER GRAY and GOLD
Turned soles, Cuban heels, rose center pomVery catchy. Widths from A to D,
pom.
sizes, to 8. In ordering be particular to give
correct size and width. Price $3 sent via prepaid parcel post. Also $2.50 and $2 grades in
BLACK,WHITE, BLUr. and PINK. Orders
shipped day received.
BAY STATE BOOT AND SLIPPER CO.,
II Barker Street, Lynn, Mass.

Bluehill.
G Perkins, cf,
O’Brien, ss,
Towns, 8b,
Grindle, p,
Snowman, lb,
L Young, c,
H Young, 2b,
L Perkins, rf,
Robertson, If,

MARINE

County Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid April 29. sch AdeUa T
Carlton, New York
Sid April 30. schs Harry W Haynes, New
York; Mabel Ooss, Boston
West Sullivan—Sid May 2, sch John 8
Beacham, New York
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0
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the

the deserted kindergarten room at
settlement a little girl was thumping

the

piano

to her heart’s content.

UO Its

9

First
Two-base hits. Towns, Grindle (2).
Sacribase on errors E. H. S., 9; Bluehill, 9.
fice hits, Joy, Linnehan. Fortier, Anderson,
H. Young, Grindle, Snowman. Left on bases,
E. H. 8., 4; Bluehill, 7. Stolen bases, E. Whitcomb (4), R. Haynes (1), Joy (4), Linnehan
Bases on balls, by
(I), R. Whitcomb (2).
Grindle, 1; McGown. 4. Struck out, by Grindle, 10; McGown, 7.

Id

Stuart.]

DUNBAR—At Penobscot, April 27, to Mr and
Mrs Frank E Dun bat, a son.
FERGUSON-At Orland. May 1, to Mr and
Mrs John A Ferguson, a son.
PARKER—At Deer Isle, April 28, to Mr and
Mrs John E Parker, a son.
PICKERING-At Deer Isle, April 25, to Mr
and Mrs Ernest H Pickering, a son.
SOPER—At Bucksport, April 14, to Mr and
Mrs Pearl H Soper, a son.
TARR—At Orland, May 4. to Mr and Mrs Carl
M Tarr, a daughter, i Barbara Annette.]
WENTWORTH-At Franklin, May 3, to Mr
and Mrs Harry O Wentworth, a son.

A resi-

looked in at the door and smiled.
right on, Catherine,” she said, “if
you’re sure your hands are quite clean.”
“Oh, that’s all right. Miss Emily,” was
the answer, “I’m being very careful; I’m
“Go

on

the black

MARRIED.

keys.”

atfoertisnnsntSc

TONE

UPJE

BLOOD

Hood’s Sarsaparilla, a Spring TonicMedicine, is Necessary.

Everybody is troubled at this seawith loss of vitality, failure of
appetite, that tired feeling, or with
bilious turns, dull headaches, indigestion and other stomach troubles,
or with pimples and other eniptions
on the face and body. The reason is
that the blood is impure and impovson

erished.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla relieves all
these ailments. Ask your druggist
for this medicine and get it today.
It is the old reliable medicine that
has stood the test for forty years,—
that makes pure, rich blood—that
strengthens every organ and builds
up the whole system. It is the allthe-year-round blood-purifier and
health-giver. Nothing else acts like
it, for nothing else is like it; so be
sure to get Hood’s.

High-Grade Lyceum Courses a specialty
Write to

—

STINSON—PRESSEY—At Deer Isle, April 30,
by Rev George Smith, Mrs Carrie Stinson,
of Deer Isle, to John H Pressey, of Cranberry Isles.

AUSTIN—At Lamoinc, April 30, William B,
Austin, aged 71 years, 2 months.
BANKS—At Bangor State hospital. April 24
Leverett H Banks, of Stoniugton, aged 41
BENSON—At Castine, May 4, Mrs Orinda M
Benson, aged 87 years.
GINN—At North Penobscot, April 28, Raymond Edward Ginn, aged 7 months, 2 days.
At Lawrence hospital,
GOODWIN
New
London t'onu, May 4, Capt Samuel A Goodwin, of Ellsworth, aged 71 years, 1 month,
18 days.
GRAY—At Orland, April 29, Mary L, wile of
Hudson G Gray, aged 55 years, 5 months.
At Franklin. May 1, Gladys
HANSCOM
Bragdon, wife of Percy Hanscom, aged 26
9
months.
years,
HARDY (Drowned)—At Long Branch, N J,
April 16, Horatio 0 Hardy, of Deer Isle,
aged 35 years.
HARDY (Drowned)—At Long Branch, N J.
April 16, Abijah M Hardy, ol Deer Isle, aged
30 years.
HAYNE8—At Hancock, April 30, Mrs Mary
Haynes, aged 89 years, 1 months, 6 days.
HIGGIN8—At Bucksport, May 4, Miss Mary
Higgins, aged 54 years, 10 months, 10 days.
At Deer
KNOWLTON
Isle, April 9, Mrs
Sarah S Knowlton, aged 78 years, 4 months,
—

—

STEVENS-At Blnehill, April 28,
Stevens, aged 74 years, 17 days.
THURBER-At Bar Harbor, April 29,
W Thurber, formerly of Ellsworth,
years, 4 months, 1 day.

Eastern

Dodge,

TROY, MAINE
Maine Representative

for the

EASTERN LYCEUM BUREAU, of
Boston. The main bureau managed by
Maine men.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating:, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.

CLAY—CLEMENT—At Bucksport, April 26,
by Rev B. F. Gott. Mrs Annie L Clay to
Warren L Clement, both of Bucksport.
GOTTEBERG
BENSON
At the Baptist
tenlple, Brooklyn, N Y, April 29, Miss
Bettiue Gotteberg to Jordan Benson,
MOWETT—BOWDEN —At Lewiston, April 28,
by Rev S A Blaisdell, Miss Leila M Mowett,
of Lewiston, to Oscar M Bowden, of Penob—

for »ll Occasion,.

AND 1.F.CT11RRS

Arnold W.

DUNN—At Orland, April 28, to Mr and Mrs
Morrill L
Dunn, a daughter.
[Lorene

dent

just playing

ENTERTAINMENTS

LIST.

Hancock

Edgar
George
aged 61

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s
nace—if It Is

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

a

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

our

38

?.‘£nt

A PAIR of SHOES
EASILY EARNED

styles Any

\

I

|

1

All
sizes
and
widths

woman can earn

this beautiful pair of
$4 shoes during; a lit.
tie of her spare time
For particulars address
BAY STATE
HOSIERY CO., Inc.,
Lynn, Mass.

KLI.S WORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO PAY, NO WA8HR1,”
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice*
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.
Klliworth, lie
Kstejr Building, Stale St..

IAN EASTER I
GIFT
No

|

placed.”
Ou Monday morning
Sunday Josdua Stamper

Well Placed

■I, .1.I..1.4. * J. J.******

$

*** *****<?+

One April morning a postman in a
ramshackle buggy drove up to the box
of Henry Swift in free rural delivery

As she
and read the superscription.
did so her eyes opened wide and she
exclaimed, dancing up and down:

"Why, it’s for me!"
Without opening it she ran Into the
house, crying: "1've got a letter! I’ve
got a letter!"
The family gathered round her, and
she broke open the envelope. The contents proved to be a piece of thick
Folded In
brown paper and a letter.
the paper was a new crisp five dollar

bill.
“Oh, Dolly." exclaimed the child's
present!

"some

one

has

made you a
see who

Open the letter tyid

It is from."
Dolly unfolded the letter and read:
My Dear Little Niece—Easter is coming,
and 1 invariably give away a certain sum
on that day for some charitable purpose.
This year 1 want you to give a portion of
my Easter offering for me to some needful person. Your affectionate
UNCLE JOSH.

Josephine N. Blance

is

spending

a

parties

few weeks with relatives here.
R.

Mrs.

in

quite ill

E.

for two

who

has

Robinson,
weeks, i» improving.

Miss

Miss Dorcas M. Allen, who has spent
the winter wito relatives near Boston, is

Gladys

a

commodity

that is

Butler,

who

has

Gordon, of West Sullivan, chauffeur
Gillandcrs, has arrived for the

for

for Mr.

receive another letter addressed, as before, in her uncles handwriting. Taking It Into the house, she opened It In
presence of the others and found Inclosed a check for $100. payable to her
order.
The letter said that he had
decided to give to charity another
amount through her, but she was to
keep half of It for her own use Tbe
writer made no mention of his previ-

A son

Miss Josie Bunker, a teacher in Winter
Harbor, was a week-end guest of Mrs. A.
L. St rout.

Lloyd

been

Miss Doris Colwell, who has oeen in
weeks, returned to W. F.

ous

gift

or

its result.

four candidates.

The

membership

THE ASSET OF A FARM

Mrs.

was

Blaisdell

born to Mr.

fertility of its soil. How are you maintaining and even increasing this fertility ?
Lowell Animal Fertilizers give you plant
Is the

food tn Nature s most concentrated and available forms because they are made of Bone,
Meat and Blood, with high grade Potash
added in proper proportions. They are active
all the time—from planting to harvest—and
store up a reserve fertility for future seasons.

April

fend Mrs. T.

27.

Ray Dwellcy and wife were week-end
guests of G. W. Madison and wife.
It is reported that a tine lookout is soon
to be placed on Schoodic mountain.

Addison two

on

^FERTILIZERS.

EAST FRANKLIN.

season.

\

LOWELL ANIMAL

Eunice Tracy, is now
working for Mrs. Maude Goodwin.
CH'E’KR.
April 30.

working

home.
Earl

interested in

very scarce, and for which there is good
demand.

been

|

Dolly's brothers apd sisters turned
away somewhat disappointed that the
money had not been given her to spend
for herself, thinking that they might
have shared In what it would buy, but
to Dolly herself came a new sensation.
She was proud at having been made
the agent of her uncle for bis donation
and much pleased to think that she
would make some one happy.
Bnt to whom should she give the
money? There were many who needed
it—indeed, so many that Dolly found
it a difficult matter to decide. But she
had a week before Easter came to decide. and she was sure she could reach
Nevertheless
a decision much earlier.
on the Saturday night before Easter
Snnday sbe bad thought of so many
deserving cases, each needing the gift,
that she was bewildered.
When Easter came it brought with it
one of those hot, unseasonable temperatures that sometimes occur in the
month of April. Dolly, dressed In her
prettiest spring clothes, with the bill
rolled in her uncle's letter, went out
on to the road to walk a mile to the
Tillage to give the money to a poor
woman with many children wbom she
had finally chosen as the most needful
of ail the persons she knew. But Dotly had changed her mind many times,
and her father said to her as she de-

Mrs.

Easter

sitting

Mrs. Daniel

with

Libby Thursday. S

Bruce’s Saturday.
niece.
The many friends of Mrs. N. C. Springer
Miss Beulah Gove and Miss Alta Cole
“Where did you get this?** be asked
are glad to know of her improved health.
were guests of Miss Flossie Hancock in
the boy.
D. F. Brewer and daughter Isaphine,
"Yesterday morning 1 left the farm Birch Harbor Saturday.
where I was working to come to the
Mrs. B. M. Noonan went to Gouldsboro who have been visiting Bartlett Wallace
city to get a position. The day was Sunday to spend a week with her grand- and w’ife, have returned to Bar Harbor.
I was tired aud hungry aud lay daughter, Mrs. Harry Coffin.
hot
E. W.Smith and wife, of West Frankdown in the shade to rest. I fell asleep,
The Methodist society gave the new lin, and E. C. Urann and wife, of Hanand when 1 woke up I found this letter
minister, Mr. Dalzell, and wife, a recep- cock, were guests Sunday of F. E. Blaisdell
and the bill iu my hand.’’
and family.
tion and donation party in the hall SaturA curious but pleasant expression
B.
May 4.
night.
day
He sat
came into the merchant’s face.
of
the
Miss
The
teacher,
popularity
conjuring up a picture of his little
WEST HANCOCK.
Beulah Gove, was shown on May night
niece dropping his gift Into the boy’s
William Miles, who has been ill, is
was the recipient of twentywhen
she
hand.
Whether she had run away or
much improved.
seven may baskets.
had hidden to see its effect upon the
E. A. Butterfield and wife will soon go
W. F. Bruce and Ralph Newman went
was
know.
He
did
delighthe
not
boy
ed with the success of placing his East- to Ellsworth Thursday to bring home to Southwest Harbor for the summer.
automobiles—a car for Capt. G. W. Colwell
William Gallison and wife were recent
er offering through the little girl.
“Why did you not use this moneyT and a runabout for Mr. Bruce.
guests of Sherman McFarland and wife.
be asked the boy. “You certainly need
The new Methodist minister, Mr. DalW. K. Springer expects to leave Tuesday
It, and the letter explains that it is an zell, and wife, of St. John, N. B., are be- for Dexter, where be will have employEaster offering.”
ing entertained by parishioners until they ment.
“I thought 1 would bring it to you. [ can get settled housekeeping in rooms in
Daniel Gallison and wife, who have
have
it
to
wished
me
Mrs. Lucy Coombs’ house.
sir. so that if you
the winter here, have returned to
spent
thank
C.
you could give it to me and
May 4.
Hancock Point.
it
Dolly, whoever she Is, for leaving
V. R. Smith and B. W. Dyer, of NorthM’KINLEY.
with me.”
E. L. Horn and wife are occupying Will east Harbor, were recent guests of W. K.
Mr. Stamper handed the bill to the j
Springer and wife.
Gott’s rent.
boy, keeping the letter.
May 3.__O. P. Q.
“You came to the city to get a posi
Frank
of
Mrs.
is
visitStevens,
Boston,
j
tion ?**
ing Mrs. J. W. Stanley.
SWANS ISLAND.
Yes. sir.
Gus Gordins and wife and Calvin GorMrs. E. H. Smith and daughter Mildred
Tbe merchant tapped a bell and dins and wife have moved from
West
are ill.
called for his manager, whom be di- Tremout.
rected to set the boy to wort, first
Mrs. Mildred Norwood, of Tremont, is
Schooner Gracie J.,
Andrew
Captain
clothing him proi>erly and attending to
i
at the lighthouse.
Wilson, discharged salt for P. W. Rich- visiting
his other wants.
William Homes has returned from Sulliardson & Son last week.
The next day Dolly when the postwhere he has been the pasf winter.
last
At
the
meeting of Tremont i \an,
man had dropped some mall In the box
The schooner Christabel, of Rocklgnd,
O.
E.
were worked updegrees
S.,
chapter,
for
and
was
to
It
went out
surprised

No. 5 and, having deposited a letter,
drove on. A girl ten years old ran out,
with her hair flying, for the mail and.
opening the box. took out the letter

mother,

was

met

Stmmisitnrnt*

for the

parties

ago Dan ft 1

PROSPECT HARBOR.

TheUnPy club

the office of his warehouse in the city
wheu be was toid that a ragged boy
wished to see him. Mr. Stamper was
easy of access, especially to persons of
iow degree, for lie was Interested In
charitable work He gave an order that
The
the boy should t>e admitted.
youngster, who was iu his tifteenth
year, approached the merchant’s de^k
holding out a folded paper. Mr Stamper took It, opened it. aud a five dollar
bill dropped on bis desk. Then be read
the brief letter he had written to his

Man Can Surely Tell
When a Benefaction Is

By MAY C. ETHERIDGE

after

black granite. A year
W. Clark came here with a
view of opening up a black granite quarry,
but lack of funds and adverse circumupmade
the undertaking
stances
Mr. Clark has pat in much
hill work.
time and money, and succeeded in getting
ton

COUNTY NEWS

Ifeved that the Easter donation had
goue astray. Tears chump Into Lilly's
eyes, whereupon her father took her in
his arms and said:
“Don’t cry. dear heart Only the
Lord can tell when our gifts are well

now !

numbers about

sixty.
Mrs. Phebe Gott Bennett has bought a
piece of land of Maynard Torrey and is
having a bungalow built by William |
I
W’ebster, of West Tremont.

recently brought a 5,000 gallon gasolene
for Stanley & Joyce.
Mrs. Rodney Sadler \nd son Charles,
and Mrs. M. J. Stinson, of Rockland, recently spent a few days here with relatank

tives.

May

The eighty-foot chimney of the Wm.
Underwood Co. has been completed, also
the foundation for the eighty-foot extension to the south. The excavation for the
sixty-five-foot addition is nearly done, and
the floor is about laid tor the 110 foot
wooden extension between the brick building and freight shed. The Fiske-Carter
Construction Co. has fifty men at work,

4.

S.

I

“too Dl'sniu TO THE ACTBK."
I need SOOlba. of your Superior Fertillaer on * niece of land
that had not been ploughed for4W year*. The yield of potatoes in m high an 400 bu. to the acre and the field will average 300 bu. to the acre. M.E. Titcoxb, Franklin Co,, Me.

Write for

oar

free booklet. It

fall

we are

is

guaranteed

<•

•

LOWELL FERTILIZER <X>., "fcSSaS*-

SLEEP DISTURBING BLADDER WEAuntSS

BACKACHE-RHEUMATISM, QUICKLY VANISH
Even Most Chronic Sufferer* Hie blood, and drive it out of the
system.
Find Relief After A Few
So sure, so positive, so quick and
Do*e* Are Taken
lasting, are the results obtained from
the use of Croxone, that three dosti
Backache, urinary disorder*, and a day for a few days are often all
rheumatism, are caused from weak, that is required to cure the worst
inactive kidneys, which (ail to filter case of backache, regulate the most
out the impurities and keep the blood annoying bladder disorders, and overpure, and the only way on earth to come the numerous other similar
preinanently and positively cure such conditions.
troubles, is to remove the cause.
The new discovery, Croxone, cures
such conditions because it reaches
It
the very roots of the disease.
soaks right into the stopped up, inactive kidneys, through the walls and
linings; cleans out the little filtering
cells and glands; neutralizes and dissolves the poisonous uric acid substances that lodge in the joints and
muscles to scratch' and irritate and
cause rheumatism; it neutralizes the
urine so it no longer irritates the
tender membranes of the bladder,
and cleans out and strengthens the
stopped up, lifeless kidneys so they
filter and sift all the poisons from

It is the most wonderful preparation ever made for the purpose. It
is entirely different from all other
remedies.
There is nothing else on
earth to compare with it. It is so
prepared that it is practically impossible to take it into the human system without results.
You can obtain an original package
of Croxone at trifling cost from any
authorized

_

|

j

_

_

cure

you.

FRECKLES
Don't Hide Them With i\ Veil; Remove Them With the Othim* Pre-

scription.
prescription for the removal of
freckles wan written by a prominent
physician and is usually so successful in
removing freckles and giving a clear,
beautiful complexion that it is sold by
druggists under guarantee to refund the
This

money if

Ne5,0tSrPini.e,,Lr.T

Medicine

HatSeYd, of’obuLo.'Iu

it fails.

Don’t hide your freckles under a veil;
them.
get an ounce of othine aud rem
Even the first few application* should
show a wonderful improvement,
ne of
the lighter freckles vanishing entirely.
Be

to

sure

ask

the

druggist

for the

double strength othine; it is tin- that is
sold op the money-back guarantee.

HEAD STUFFED UP?
ilyoinel Give* Instant Belief
suffering from a cold or catarrh
causing dull headaches or an tolling
and burning sensation in the n drils,
surely try Hyomei. It gives flick,
effective and permanent relief or
money refunded by G. A. Parcher. It
goes right to the spot—you fee otter
in live minutes.
No roundabout method of stomach
dosing with Hyomei
you breath it.
If

—

health-giving medication go. directly to the inflamed membrane, all
irritation and congestion is quickly

This

relieved, the delicate tissues healed
and vitalized.
Hyomei should be in every l.< usehold.
'fitDruggists everywhere
Ask for the complete outfit— f 1.'

A MISTAKEN IDEA
There
to

are some

drugged pills

overcome

colds,

who still r
alcoholic >yrv.;

people
or

nervousness

or

t(j
general

debility, and who know that the ^ p
unadulterated nourishment in
Emulsion is eminently better, hut r
from taking it because they fear u
lead to excessive fat or obesity.
This is a mistaken idea, because
Emulsion first strengthens the bo»l>
J*.s blood-forming pr
making flesh
•*>
ties aid natux«. to throw off sickn<
building health frdm its very' sourc
flesh is formed only by its continue
Avoid alcoholic substitutes for SCUl x

-•

YOUR GROCER SELLS

Stickney & Poor’s Mustard
Tell him nothing else will suit you
—

CHICHESTER S PILLS
I-wiIUh! A»l»j

Good All Round

fls

All druggists
personally return

store.
to

the purchase price it Croxone fails to
give desired results, regardless of
how old you are, how long you have
suffered, or what else has failed to

ASHV1LLE.

painting Capt.

drug

first-class
arc

COUNTY NEWS.

Ten years passed. Joshua Stamper
had given away a great deal of money
for charity, but it seemed the more he
Higgins.
Lin wood Martin recently moved his
gave the richer he grew. Dolly mean
R. Henry Kellum and his helper are
while had grown to be a woman and and is expecting more bricklayers.
here getting Mr. Keilum’s fleet of boats family from Bar Harbor to his home here*
Mr. Martin is employed by Calvin Chick
P. M.
May 4.
j was made her uncle's agent In distribready for the summer.
at West Gouldsboro.
Mrs. Martin, acuting a large portion of his benefacThe grange obsc rved Are prevention day
NORTH LAMOINE.
tions. Shortly before the tenth Easter
her aunt, Mrs. Walter
companied
by
and improved the grounds around the hall ,
since the one when he had sent her the
Mrs. John DeMeyer, of East brook, was
Young, of Corea, has gone to Belfast to
and
five dollars he wrote that he would a week-end guest of her niece, Mrs. Cole- by hauling gravel, planting trees
enter a hospital for an operation. Miss
rnakiag other improvements.
Sadie Martin is keeping house for her
spend the day at the farm and desired man Hagan.
R.
May 2.
her to have ready a list of all tbe poor
brother.
John Moore, of Trenton, has rented the
that
and deservlug persons she knew,
Piiocbe.
April 27.
house formerly owned by George Smith, at
GOTT’S ISLAND.
—7~-he might relieve their wants.
parted:
the head of the river.
Edward Uuptill, of Cnionville, is visitMrs.
Phebe
is
Bennett
at
for
McKinley
"I dope you won t meet some undeBefore making this visit Mr. Stamper
The death of William Austin, a re- a few days.
ing hefe.
called into bis office a young man
serving person on the way, Dol, and be
citizen, occurred at his home on
Miss Gertrude Martin is visiting her
Mrs. Belle Trask was here last week,
tempted tp place your Easter gift whom he had recently taken in as a spected
Thursday afternoon, April 30, after a linbrother Lewis, in Belfast.
where it will do no good.”
her daughter Flavilla.
accompanied
by
Junior partner and whom he intended
gering illness. The past month he was a
John Carpenter is employed on Schief“Never fear, pappy.” And the child
to make his successor and said to him:
Frank Babbidge has his boat in the dryconstant sufferer. His age was seventyfelin’s yacht at Winter Harbor.
•allied forth.
“Joe, you remember my Setter to my
dock for repairs while be is helping on the
one years.
Mr. Austin was a kind husWhile walking along the road Dolly
niece that was dropped In your hand
weir.
Emerson Pink ha ro, of Cherrytleld, is
band and genial neighbor. He was twice j
Beside It In the ten years agoV”
suddenly stopped.
Charles F. Harding has plowed a num- visiting bi9 sister, Mrs. E. A. llauna.
his first wife being Miss Vir- j
married,
I’m
shade of some high bushes lay a boy
“1 certainly do, Mr. Stamper.
The next meeting of the Wednesday
ginia Salisbury, of Bar Harbor, the second : her of pieces of land, but as yet no plantasleep. His clothes were ragged, his not likely to forget It."
Down by the “Old club will be held with Mrs. Emily Martin.
Mrs. Isabel Christie, who survives him, J ing has been done.
face pale, and even In slumber there
"Well, you may get ready to go with
and who tenderly cared for him during I Farm” the frost is not out of the ground*
Mrs. Gladys Bradgon, with two chilwas a hungry look on It. Dolly's heart
visit I Intend to muke on
me on a
Chips.
his protracted illness. Besides the wife, he
May 2.
dren, iB visiting her mother, Mrs. Fanny
was touched,
if she hadn't decided j Easter Sunday, and 1 will Introduce
has one sister—Mrs. Laura A. Austin, of
\
Leighton.
Irrevocably as to where she would you to Dolly, from whom you received East
BIRCH HARBOR.
Lamoine, the last of a family of
Mr. Brady, of Ellsworth, is at work
place her gift she would bestow It my gift at that time."
seventeen
children.
Funeral services
Edward Rice is making improvements
plumbing the new bungalow on SchiefWhen Joseph Kimball was intro
upon this poor boy. Then, too, she rewere
at
the home Sunday
morning, on the interior of his bouse.
feiin’s point.
membered her father's caution.
But
was
surshe
to
duced
Dolly Stamper
Rev. W. H. Rice officiating. Interment at
Mrs. Lorinda Colwell, of Bteuben, who
Dolly was young. The woman she ! prised at tbe expression of Intense In the
Ralph Robertson, Alfred Preble and
lot
at
Bar
Harbor.
Salisbury family
has been visiting here, left this morning
knew to be deserving -was not present,
But be
terest she saw un bis faceWylie Hammond have employment at
Y.
May 4.
for
East
Sullivan.
and one who evidently needed assistSchieffelin’s point.
Hei
gave her no explanation of It
WINTER HARBOR.
ance was before her.
F. C. Worcester and family are visiting
Moreover, there
uncle gave her a check for $10,000 to
j There will be an ice-cream sale at
is something touching in a suffering
Mrs.
Worcester’s
B.
!
F. Cow*- Pettee’s store
Mrs. Lela Bickford was a reoent guest of
distribute among the families of whom
parents,
Saturday evening, May 9, by
slumberer.
perthwaite and wife, before going to his the ladies of the
she had made a list and young Kim- relatives in Steuben.
Wednesday club.
new
tield
in
Detroit.
Dolly succumbed to what was pres- ball gave her $500 for the same purThe friends of Albert Rand regret to
May 4.
Phckbb.
ent.
The palm of one of the boy’s
C.
May 4.
A pleasant day was spent by hear of his failing health.
pose.
hands was open, and she laid her unthe party, after which the two men
CAPE ROSIER.
The reading club held its recent meeting
TRENTON.
cle’s letter In It; then, going to the : returned to the
city.
with Mrs. Myrtle Guptill.
John Dyer and wile are quite ill.
other side of the road, she hid behind
John Moore has moved bia family to
The happenings of the next two
Miss Edith Griffin aud Mrs. Myrtle Gup- North Lamoine.
William Veague is* building a weir on
a fence in the high brush and waited to
years must be condensed iuto a few
till spent Friday and Saturday in Bar
observe the boy’s surprise and pleas- \
Gray’s
point.
II
Mrs.
who
resolved.
Garland
and
words.
Kimball,
had
children are
Benjamin
Harbor.
ure when he should awake.
James Peasley is the first to get
to wlu Dolly for his wife,
visiting her parents, Emery ttmith and
herring
possible,
His awakening was occasioned by a
in his weir.
Miss Lena Joy has arrived home from
visited the farm freiiuently. He made
wife, at Surry.
West
where she had employment
passing wagon, but he would have
Upton,
Mr.
Cummings has bought a wood lot of
Frank Spratt and George Stafford, of
every effort to Induce Dolly to con
slept again had he uot seen what was sent to
through the winter.
Hiram Green.
Bar Harbor, spent the week-end at the
marry him. but they were ull
in his palm. Sitting up. he opened the
Mrs.
B.
M.
who
has
Noonan,
Bpent the Stafford farm. Mr. Spratt has rented the
unsuccessful.
She told him that she
E. W. Hutchins and wife are making a
letter, and when he saw the bill Inshort stay at their cottage.
respected him and liked him. but she winter with her brother, D. W. Joy, has John Davis house for his men to live in.
closed his eyes grew big. So did Dolher
home
in
Prospect Harbor.
was so foolish—nut to say romantic— returned to
May.
May 4.
Frank Manson is clearing a bouse lot
ly’s, and every feature in her face,
A company has leased the wharf and
as to carry In her heart one whom she
preparatory to building.
every nerve, every muscle In her body,
PARTRIDGE COVE.
had seen when a child. Kimball press buildings belonging to the late F. K. Bunwas alive with delight,
Mrs. Jesse Gray is getting her bouse in
ed her to tell him about this dream ker, and will open a fish stand. A cargo
Ross McDonald is quite ill.
All hope
The
did
readiuesB to rent this Bummer.
not
have
the
recipient
envelj
of the past that Interfered with his of salt has been discharged preparatory to for his speedy recovery.
ope in which the letter had come to
Maurice Gray is installing a new nine
and at last she told the season's business.
William Small and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Dolly, so be did not know who "Dolly” , present happiness,
8.
May 4.
horsepower engine in his sloop Lilac.
him of the poor boy Into whose hand
were the guests of Edgar Springer and
was, but at the head of the tetter was
Rev. Thomas Fessenden is having exshe had dropped her uncle's Eastei
wife over Sunday.
WEST FRANKLIN.
printed “Joshua Stamper & Co., Imtensive repairs made on his cottage.
Hubbard.
May 4.
porters,” with the street and number gift
A paving strike is said to be coming on.
“That boy shall be my rival nt
Capt. John Blake is painting his house,
at which It had been written. MoreIt is hoped that it will be quickly settled.
assisted by Alfred Blake and Frank Manlonger.” said Kimball, “for he and 1
SOUTH HANCOCK.
over, the city was but a dozen miles
The
Warren
Clark
owned
place,
lately
are the same person."
son.
distant, and the boy was On his way
H. L. Joy spent last week at Sullivan.
by Shirley Dunbar, has been sold to BosBut he was obliged to bring Mr
The pollock have made their
there.
appearw ho have been
Arthur
Smith
and
wife,
ance, and many are improving the
Now, Dolly did not know what was Stamper to witness the truth of his
aWitrtiscnttnv..
here and at Sullivan, have reopvisiting
statement before Dolly would believe
In
mind.
for
the
She
saw
boy's
portunity
passing
trolling.
turned to Seal Harbor.
When, however, her uncle conhim look from the bill to the letter back It.
May 4.
G
W.
April 27.
from the letter to the bill. Then he fessed to a romantic resolve made ten
COREA.
read the letter carefully and seemed to years before that he would bring Joe
LAMOINE.
op. if he proved worthy, for the exChester Ginn and wile are
be studying it Finally he got up and,
aids to good health—and to the
visiting relaAt the closing session of
or
press
his
a
Monaghan’s tives here.
niece
and
the
bill
purpose
both
the
letter
In
giving
putting
strength, comfort and cheerful- dancing school last Wednesday
evening,
good
husband.
the
set
off
toward
Dolly yielded, saying:
pocket,
city
Marcell us Tracy, of
ness which depend on thecondiGouldsboro, has
singing by Miss Myrtle Monaghan added
“Why. uncle, you have shown sentiDolly went back home. Surprised to
moved bis family here to Charles
tion of health—are the famous,
to the pleasure of the evening.
Spurment
for
a
woman.**
enough
see her return so soon, the family gathhouse for the summer.
ling’s
safe
and
time-tested,
speedy
In a frame hanging on the walls ol
ered round her to learn the result of
27.
April
a
Indigestion? Can’t Eat? No Appetite?
her mission. When she told them that Joseph Kimball's residence is a five
A treatment of Electric Bitters increases
dollar
Mil.
she bad bestowed ber uncle's gift on a
Since there is nothing
Keep Bowel Movement Regular
your appetite; stops indigestion; you can eat
everything. A real spring tonic for liver,
Dr. King’s New Life Pills
ragged boy lying asleep beside the unique about It. persons who are ad
keep stomach
kidney and stomach troubles. GMeanses your
kidneys in btaltby condition. It;
mltted to the room where it is are apt
road there was a universal cry of diswhole system and you feel fine.
Electric the body of poisons and waste.
Improve voii
Bitters
aid
more for Mr. T. D. Peeble’a stomtbo Hver and
appointment. Even her parents, who to ask why it Is thus carefully preservach troubles than any medicine he ever tried.
kidney.
Get a bottle to-day. 50c. and $1.00 at your
supposed that the fV-iplent was some ed. The answer is that it was tb«
any
Druggist.
C.
tried,”
E.
says
Easter neat egg of the Kimball family
farmer's boy who would not work, beWl 111
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Eczema.
Sold avoTwhin. la baa—. lOo, 26c.
S6c., at your Druggist.

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

analis

crops.
locality,

not represented In yonr
write n« for the agency.

Lewi| Martin and wife, of Belfast, are
guests of Mr. Martin's parents, William
for the summer.
I Martin and wife.
Mrs. Joan Sargent, who has been ill at
Mrs. Nettie DeLaittre spent a few days
the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. M.
last week at Bar Harbor visiting her niece,
Pet tee, is much improved in health.
Mrs. Charles
Hopkins
Ralph Bradley’s boats

a

information

If

SALISBURY CO^E.

William

gives

every brand of Lowell Animal Fertilizers and
ysis of
as to fertilization for all
of

<mf

Urwjtirl'i

< bl>f)*r«-ter,i» IhaBOflf
IMIU in Kcd and t.uid
•id
n.
t»,m, teaied with Bli*<_
re k‘
T*k«# no of hc-r Boy of yrt,lLr,,i
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k

I
I

LMAMOMI HR A M> WLI.«. 1
yeais known at Best. Safest. Always 1-

7—r
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soio by druggists mmm k

Ayer’s Pills
Gently

Laxative.

Sugar-coated.

Dose, one pill, only one.
Sold for 60 years.
Ast Your Doctor.
Adeertiaere in THE

capturing the trade.

AMERICAN

art

NEWS.

COUNTY

have gone to Ellsworth to
prepare tfae
yacht Uladiola for the summer.

lutomobile.

an

bus-

of Kingfleld,
F A crossinsn,
here last week.
isess risitor
Blaisdei! has gone to Bar
MM Eunice
for sn indefinite stay.
Harbor
of
Coleman and “child,
MM Harsh
of Percy Homer and
Brewer, »re guests
wif*‘
Of the Belay house, is
CIs re nee Young.
Mrs. Young
a short time.
for
\ogu«ta
at West
a week with relatives
was a

,_

NOKTH BROOK8VILLE.
Boy Perkins has purchased an automobile.
Harold Chatto has gone to Seaville to
work.

At

spending

Mrs. Hanson,
F p Gott and daughter,
left last week for Washingcf Kingman,
and Alexandria, where hie son
1).

into

moved

F. K.

—,

Miss: Bernice Perkins is home from
Skowhegan for a few weeks.
Harry Saunders is having extensive repairs made on his buildings.

ion

is locstdd.
Mrs. Gordon
per. m. A. Gordon Joined
and accompanied
nd babe here Monday,
to his recent appointment, Kandolph

Ralph

'tern

to

,nd Chelsea, Tuesday.
of Mrs. Gladys Erma, wife
In the death
a shadow of gloom
ol Percy M. lianscora,
the entire community. Late
piste upon
sad news was circuFriday afternoon the
of unconsciousness
ited that after boura
flown. Mrs. Hanscom was
wr spirit had
of Postmaster L. C.
the eldest daughter
some time previBreedon and wife. For
been efficient
to the past year Bhe had

E. C. Lord has sold the schooner Clinton
Capt. Patterson, of Belfast.

UNTING

son.

James Staples, of New London, Conn.,
is visiting his parents, J. E. Staples and
wife.

ino more

years and have gained many friends.
May 4.

Not after you've found STAG—rich—ripe—mellow—fragrant—full
bodied—yet exquisitely MILD.

C.

Convenient Packages: The Handy Half-Size 5-Cent Tin, the Full-Size
10-Cent Tin, the Pound and Half-Pound Tin Humidors and the Pound Glass Humidor.

EAST SURRY.
Genevieve Stinson has gone to l,agrange
to teach.

Capt. R. A. Sinclair, in schooner Kentucky, has gone to Yarmouth with pulp

5TA£

wood.

Mrs. VVendclla Stanley, of Bernard, is
this week, with her two children,
to occupy
the summer home of her
mother, Mrs. A. L. Hudson.

expected

BROOKUN.
for two

weeks.

For Pipe and

Julia A. Chatto, county president
of Hancock VV. C. T. U., attended the
Mrs.

A. F. Farnsworth and wife went to Boston Thursday.
Edward Morgan and wife and Master
Edward were in Rockland last week.

home from

ife have arrived
here they spent the

and

Florida,

w

w

May

have gone to Portland to-day
grand lodge of Masons.

to attend

Edith Lopaus, of New' York, came
^Wednesday to spend the summer with her
grandmother, Mrs. Adelaide Marks.

At

the Y.

evening,

a

M. C. A. meeting Tuesday

goodly

number of

boys

were

dence, R. 1., where he accompanied his
daughters Marion and Lillian, who will
spend

»■

vviai

weeks there.

The program was an interesting one. Mr. Davies presented the first
lesnou, “The Relation of Education to
Life,” in the course on “Life Problems”.
This course is a series of fifteen lessons

Injured ’, by Dr. J. D. Phillips. It was
His first talk
illustrated by tine charts.
took up the body as a whole. The next

The day festival given by the students
of Uri*>. ii » high school at I. O. O. F. hall
F.i hv • \«-ning was a great success. The

talk

entertain writ

ance

consisted of “Crowning
the May pole dance,
racuaii >i»> a •«: music. Refreshments and
home-mad^canny were on sale. The proceeds, about $Jo, will be used for graduation expense-*.
May 4.
Dm Femme.

May Qu-tn”.

the

the circulation of the
The boys are working hard on
blood.
their plans for a mock trial. The attendwill

take

up

May

m

■iFre t H.
mia.
J W

&m

t>*4sy
M

is

ill of pneu-

Snow ii ,ititfug his daughters in

A.

i-

Bridges

mitn,
lor a

w-

w

ife

ek

a

in

»d Master

Paul leave

Portland.

was

The

closed

pro- ;
with a

Sunday school

Mrs.

was

and

organized May 3.
Everett Tracey are

Mary Woodworth,

quite ill
proved.

the

who has

past week, is

friends

and

little im-

a

of

J. T.

home

Wed-

neighbors

him

his

at

been

son

meeting

of the

ciation

Travelling

Men’s

to-day.
Miss Jennie Clough left
Thursday for
she has an engagement
for the summer.

CoQ'iacticut, where

There was a dance at Riverside hall Saturday evening. Music
Webb’s orches-

by

tra* Htenington.

J. Byard has been awarded the confor erecting the new
high school
building, which will be at the corner near
“The Maples”.
F.

triet

The roll-call of the First
Baptist church,
bursday, was well attended. Rev. Mr.
arbell, of Brooklin, delivered an interestinS address in the
afternoon, aud Rev. Mr.
kturtevant, of Belfast, and Rev. Benjamin

ivingston,
e

11

evening

of

Bangor,

session.

the hall.
4,

A

were

supper

speakers
was

birthday every month.
May 4.

T.

asso-

Miss Lilia McIntyre, who has been ill
the past
week, will resume her school

at

served

May

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. L. H.
Sibley is visiting friends in
Washington, D. C.

Mi«« Lillian
Johnson, of Islesboro,
^ployed in the factory here.

OTIS.
Granville Jellison lost
last week.

a

tine colt

one

day

Mrs. Kuth D. Bowlby was a visitor
Bangor and Ellsworth last week.
Mrs. Janies Lynch, of Ellsworth, is viBiting her sister, Mrs. Eben C. Warren.

in

his
Percy Grcrer, »i Eddington, visited
parents, E. L. Grover and wife, Saturday.
Mrs. James Jordan returned Sunday
from Eddington, where she had been emin the fam-

ployed as nurse for two weeks
ily of her sister, Mrs. Charles Kenney.
May 4. ___ Davis.
MAKIAVILLE.
Frost is ill.

Mrs. Benjamin
Edward Rankin has moved his family to
Waltham.
Mrs. Belle Carter stepped on a nail re-

cently,

H.

and

painfully

injured

Fred

Qrindle is spending

Sylvester,

a

ORLAND.

is

few

of Brewer, has moved to
which he purchased of Herbert
Und*ge last year.
April 27.
r
Pace

Located

of Orland.

who

has

in

Maine Central R. R.
give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location for a new start in life.

is

Powers,
Material,

Water

Unlimited Raw

urner oi

Good

rapidly recovering.

his motor boat
Thursday. Mr. Dow has fixed the boat up
in good shape for the season.
The sympathy of the community is exwife, whose
Thursday.

tended to O. M. Giles and
little daughter Kathleen died

May

Sub.

4.

Farming

Land

Development.

Await

Communications recanting locations
invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent of the
are

Maiue Central,

or

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,

'liromisnm-rKi.

DON’T GROW BALD
Use Parisian Sage.
If your hair is getting thin, losing
its natural color, or has that matted,
lifeless and scraggy appearance, the
reason is evident—dandruff and failure to keep the hair roots properly
nourished.
Parisian Sage applied daily for a
week and then occasionally is all that
It removes dandruff with
is needed.
almost immediately
one
application;
stops failing hair and itching head; invigorates the scalp and makes dull,
stringy hair soft, abundant and
radiant with life.
Equally good for
men, women or children—every one
needs it.
A large bottle of this delightful hair
tonic can be had from G. A. Parcher
Von
or any drug counter for 50 cents.
will surqly like Parisian Sage. There
is no other "Just-as-good”
Try it
—

Maine Central R. R.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Mount Desert ami Blue hill Lines.
Round

$9.00

Bluehill

$4.75

$8.50

Sedgwick

$4.25

$7.50

Leave Bar Harbor 2pm dally except Sunday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthHaven and
west Harbor, Stonlngton, North

Rockland; connecting with

for Boston.

m

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

dally except

Returning,
intermediate

leaves Rockland 5.15

steamer

Mond tys

for

a m

Bat Harbor and

landings.

5.15 a m da'ly except
Monday for Bluehill and intermediate landings.
Turbine steel steamships Camden and BelLeaves

fast

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine Ills It has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
At
it is ‘‘worth Its weight in gold.”
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

steamer

dally except Sundays
for South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer
Isle, Sargentvllle, South Brooksvllle. Dark
Leave Bluehill 1 p

Harbor and Rockland.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

Trip

Front Bar Harbor $5.25

now.

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

Rockland

(Boston ami Bangor

^ine)

connect with

the Bar Harbor and Bluehill beats at Rockland
for Boston.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkrick, Agent, Bluehill.

irgai Noticte.

THE

subscriber here >y gives notice th> t
he has been duly appointed .administrator of the estate of
ALDEN B. HIGGINS, late of LAMOINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. Ail perdemands
sons
against the eshaving
said deceased are
desired
to
tate
of
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

Tell Your Grocer You

Want

Stickney Poor’s Mustard
He has it

or

will get It for you

ment

immediately.

J. Shbrman Douglass.

Lamoine, April 14,1914.

renew

our

NOTICK

OF

FOKKCLO.SIJ Rfc.
E. Pickering, of

Willie
T'HERBAS,
Hancock

j
i

subsciiber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SUSAN A. SMITH, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
are desired to
deceased
of said
preseufe
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
Harry
C.
Smith.
mediately.
March 10,1914.

THE

BLUEHILL FALLS.

COUNTY PKOOKc.isSlVK
CONVENTION.
“covenant with the people”
and to reaffirm our belief in the established principles and policies
of the
great Progressive party of the United States,
and for the purpose of offering organized support to the Progressive party iu the State of
Maine, the Progressives of Hancock county
are
hereby invited and notified to meet in
convention at Hancock lla I. Ellsworth,
on Tuesday, il»** second day of June,
11)14. at 10.30 o’clock a. m for the purpose
of nominating uvo candidates for se ator, a
candidate for sheriff, for county attorney, for
clerk of courts, for register of deeds, for
judge of probite, for county commissioner
and for county treasurer, all to be voted for
at the September election, next
following;
also to elect a county committee and transact all other business as may properly come
before said convention.
The basis of representation will be that
each city, town ami plantation be entitled to
one delegate, or for one delegate, for every
flfteeu votes, or major fraction thereof, cast
for the Progressive Presidential Electors in
1912.
The county committee will be in session at
Hancock Hall at 9 30 o’clock. June 2, 1914, to
receive the credentials of delegates.
In ins ling this call for our county convention, the county committee extends a cordial
invitatiou for all those in sympathy with the
Progressive principles to he in attendance,
and especially to meet and listen toour candidate for governor, the Hon Halbert P. Gard
ner, of Patten, and our candidate for Congress
from this Third Maine district, the Hon E.
M. Thomason, of Augusta. The gallery will
be open to ladies, who are especially invited.
By order of the Hancock County Progressive Committee.
Attest:
Charles B. Pineo, Secretary.
E. F. Robinson, jr., Chairman.
April 29, 1914.

Corporation.

M

inenon.

HANCOCK

Eastern Steamship TO
To Boston

notice

District of Maine ss.
On this 2nd day of May, a. d. 1914, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 12th day of June a.
d. 1914, before said court at Portland
in
said district, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
said district, and that all known creditors,
and other persons in interest, may appear at
the said time and place, and show cause, if
any they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copiesof said petit on and this order,
addressed to them at their places cf resid nee
as stated.
Witness the Honorable
Clarence
Ha'e.
judge of the said court, and the seal tbeieof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 2nd day
of May a d 19.4.
James E. Hewst, Clerk.
[L. S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:
Jamks E. Hewey, Clerk-

and

launched

Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt.

poor

___

Robbins,
The schooner Monomoy, Capt.
for Allen &
of Deer Isle, is here loading
Mrs. Lizzie
Caudage fell recently and Son, of North Sedgwick.
lQJwed her knee
and W.
badly.
W. G. Conary, of Millinocket,
^ Hinckley, of BlueMll, is C. Conary, of Bucksport, Bpent the week***** tor L. H. Sibley.
end here with their parents.
Cbumbs.
^aPt. E. B. Simpson and Hiram Olson
April 36.

of the

the line

on

Undeveloped

been

)

J) In

SITES, FARMS, ANDREW

MILL

SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

her

her foot.

Luther Garland, of Bucksport. and Mrs.
Carrie Grindle, of Otis, spent Sunday at
wife.
the home of George A. Frost and

died
Mary L., wife of Hudson G. Gray,
April 30, at her home in Orland,
Thursday,
eeks with her
Besides a
brother, Harry Gray.
at the age of fitty-flve years.
Mrs. Tyler, who has been
Bbe leaves one daughter—Mrshusband
for
working
rsof Orland; an aged
W. j.
Johnson, has returned to Pearl A. Varnum,
of Bucksport;
Brooklin.
mother, Mrs. H. D. Bridges,
Mrs. Minnie
sister-Mrs. Fred E.-Bridges, of BucksNolan, of Sargeptville, one
brothers-Brooks A. Gray,
^ the
week-end with Gancelo Herrick port; and three
a
Watson A. Gray,
and wife.
of Bluehill; Rufus Et and

Mi8gi-annje

TIONS,

LOCA-

Everett Hale, who has had pneumonia,
H. D. Dow

bay fishing.

Clarke

J- A. Closson is iu Portland attending
the

visiting

C. H. Young,
health, is better.

surprised
Wilson, w ho spent tne winter
nesday evening, his seventy-third birthiu Boston, is home.
and ice-cream were served, and
Cake
^• 1 '• C mry and wife, of Bucksport, day.
He exan enjoyable evening was spent.
were guests of J. 8.
and
Candagc
wife,
a
pressed the wish that be might have
Saoday.
*>tb her

QUARRIES, FACTORY

aUgal Sottas.

l)i»charge.

To the Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
M. MOOR, of Ellsworth, in the
of Hancock, and
of
State
county
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents,
that on the 9ih day of August, last past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are
excepted oy law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of January, a. d. 1914.
Andrew M. Moor,

Brooklin, who

sister, Mrs. F. Q.
Higgins, returned home Sunday.
Mrs. Ralph Saunders and children, of
Deer Isle, will spend the summer with her
parents, Benjamin Fogg and wife.
B.
May 4.
been

In the matter of
Andrew M. Moor,

and CAMPS

Miss Addie Marks, of
has

for

Bankrupt,

to Swan’s Island.

NORTH BROOKLIN.

Dallas Tracey has gone to Passadumkeag to teach.
Harvey Bunker and wife were guests
of Reuben Rankin and wife Sunday.

The

L

*.

p-em.c-

Bankrupt's Petition

CENTRAL

_

NORTH FRANKLIN.
A

MAINE

WEST BROOKLIN.

U.
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down the

Mn^te iawreuce Chatto is ill of scarlet
fiver.

nicely.

is keeping up very
gram for the evening
social hour of games.

Henry Jellison
EiXtWICK.

GOOD**

ilrgat Mantra.

NEWS.

COUNTY

in

Hoy Eaton, of Portland, who has been
visiting here, has returned home.
Moulton Cooper has gone to Rockland,
where he will be employed on the steamer
Rev. 0. J. Guptill, of Ellsworth Falls,
on questions that are particularly importwill deliver the memorial address in the
The chief Pemaquid.
ant in the life of school boys.
Baptist church .Saturday evening, May 90. event of the
Nelson Carter, who has been visiting his
evening was an interesting
Henry (Jrindle has returned from Provi- and instructive talk on “First Aid to the mother, Mrs. Maria Carter, has returned
Miss

String

TO B AC C O

attendance.

the

“No

C.

4.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Flye

Sting,

“No Bag,

worth to Bluebill.

winter.

T. C. Stanley, I). D., and O. L.

Bite,

“No

land

!

Stephen Cousins

“No

Cigarette

‘*EVER-LASTING-LY

memorial services of the State and national

president, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, at PortApril 25.
isA. E. Farnsworth has bought Pond
Capt. John W. Kane, schooner Mildred
landed Fountain Kodick, of Bar Harbor.
May, loaded pulp wood for Bangor, and
The infant daughter of George. M. Giles expects to bring back a load of poles for
ind wife died Thursday of acute bron- | the power line soon to be built from Ellschitis.

hunting for the tobacco that exactly

suits you.

The many friends of Rev. J. N. Palmer
and wife aro very sorry that he iB to leave.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer have been here four

ous

Boston

iwueiaianifiijjijmmjiiuj muni m

msm

Capt. Eaton has bought the schooner
Joanna Durgain of A. A. Goodell.
C. Young and wife, of
Franklin, are
Visiting their daughter, Mrs. Effle John-

and store, winusistant in the postofflee
manner and
ning by her courtesy, kindly
the high esteem of
plessiDg personality husband
and babe of
111. Aside from her
is survived by her father
two weeks, sbe
and
md mother, a brother, Theodore,
Mrs. Msrioc Dyer, and
three sisters
Misses Freda and Gertrude Bragdon.
The heartfelt sympathy of a host of
triends goes out to the bereaved ones.
The funeral will be Tuesday afternoon.
B.
May 1.
_•

in

Miss Olive Cousins is
attending school
Hock land.

O. A. Pierce has
Perkins’ house.

BMOks'ille.

Hirrj Briciusa is

flDbntiaemcntc.

Mr*' Mary Ware, of
8edg*lck, ia the
gueet of W. J. Johnson and wife,
Mrs. Herman Olson
spent the week-end
with K. A. Carter and wife
at North
Brooklin.
*4»y 4.
C-

FRANKLIN.
Underhill bee purchased
p, C s.

SobrrttBrnum*.

Orcounty, Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated October 13, a. d. 1913.
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 501, page 421, conveyed to George
W. Bassett, of Verona, said county and Sta e,
certain real estate thus described in said
mortgage:
A certain lot or parcel of land situate in
said Orland, being the westerly end of lot
numbered eighty-four (84) according to the
plan and survey of said town by Jacob Sherburn. esq. Said lot is bounded and described
as follows, to w^t:
On north aud east by land
of Sabrina Stevens; on south and west by
land of William B. Gram, containing about
fifteen acres (15), being part of a lot deeded to
William F. Pickering by Edward Buck, by his
deed dated April 28, 1884, and recorded in
Hancock registry or deeds vol. 194. page 157
R-serving and excepting therefrom a strip
on the ’outhwest corner as deeded to William
B. Grant by William F. Pickering; also the
easterly half of said lot; and whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now therefore, by reason of soch breach of
condition, I claim a foreclosure of said inort
gage.
Dated at Bucicsport, Maine, the seventeenth
day of April a. d. 1914.
Gsorgb W. Bassett,
By W. C. Conary, his attorney.
April a. d. 1914.

land,

Ic the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
._
l
Benj. H. Sturder,
Ao- 10'484'

)
Bankrupt,
the creditors of Benj. H. Sturdee. of
Stonington, in the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 18th
N
day of April, a. d. 1914 the said
Benj. H. Sturdee was duly adjudicated
bankrupt: and that the first meeting of his

To

>TOTIUE

creditors will be held at my office, Ellsworth, Maine. May
15, a. d. 1914, at one
o’clock in the afternoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their clAims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth, Me., April 24, 1914.
In the matter of
John L Thom,

Bankrupt,

} In

j

Bankruptcy.
No. 10,477.

To the creditors
of John L. Thom,
of
Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 11th
H day of April a. d. 1914, the said John
L. Thorn was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
and that the drst meeting of his creditors will
be held at
my
office, Ellswortn. Maine,
M«y 18, a. d. 1914, at two o’clock in the
afternoon, at which lime the said creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

>VOTICE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
IRVING OSGOOD, late cf ELLSWORTH,
in the county of
Hancock, <iec« used, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
E. C. Osgood.
April 7, 1914.

fpHli
L he

THE subscriber nereoy gives notice that
1 he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
WILLIAM H. 8ILSBY. late of AMHERST,
in the county ol
Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
F. O. Silsby.
Ellsworth. April 15, 1914
rPHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminisX
tratrix of the estate of
s
JENNIE G. WEBSTER, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds a- the law directs
sona
having demands against
the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to niaifp payment imInez G. Webster.
mediately
Bar Harbor, April 15. 1914.
subscriber nereoy Rives notice that
JL she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and tegiament of
EDWARD E. CHASE, late of BLUEHILL
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same
for settlement,
and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imEdith M. Chase.
mediately.
Executrix.
B uehill, April 21, 1914.

rpHE

subscriber hereny gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of
MARTIN
ALLEY, late of ELLSWORTH*
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased
are
desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested tc* make payment imLynwood F. Giles.
mediately.
Ellsworth, April 28, 1914.

rpHE
he
X
ter of

subscriber hereby gives notioe that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
WATSON GILBERT, late of TRENTON,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, uo bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are denirea to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested te make payment immediHowe Romer.
ately.
Trenton. April 20, 1914.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
X
of the last wil 1 and testament of
•
KURT DIEDER10H. late of BAR HARBOR

fpHK

(EDEN).
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of

in the

said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Enid Hunt 8later.
Bar Harbor, April 14, 1914.

S6brtti*etnint»,
not until three

COUNTY NEWS

obliged to give
ing. She had lived all her life in BucksBUCKSPORT.
porfc, and was a graduate of the E. M. C.
James Mclnness and wife have returnee seminary. She was a devoted member of
the Methodist church, and for many years
from a visit to Boston.
She was
librarian of the Sunday school.
O. F. Fellows and wife have opened thei:
I untiring in her devotion to her invalid
house here for the summer.
mother, who has the deepest sympathy of
Miss Margatet Snow is cashier at the
The death of Miss Higgins has
all.
new store of the Farmer’s union.
brought sadness to mfcny who feel a perOuida
and
Ward
Laura
Mrs.
daughter
sonal loss In the passing of one whose
of Houlton, are [he guests of Mrs. Carrie
high ideals of Christian love and service
Webb.
were so nobly and bra\ely upheld.
Mrs. Mary Sanborn, of New York, it
May 4.
visiting her parents,Daniel DeCourcey anc
STONINGTON.
and wife.

FOUND IN
THE SNOW j
A Rescue and

_J*

left Monday for Portland, where Mr. Beazley will
attend the grand lodge, F. and A. M.

Beazley

William R.

and

w

ife

|

E. Z. Conley is building
at the steamboat wharf,

j

Mrs. R. K. Knowlton has
haven for several weeks.

a new

death in Vinalhaven of Mrs.

brought

Emma Snow-

remains

be

will

gone to Vinal-

fish.

for interment.

here

Mrs. Edward Condon, who has been ill
months, is much improved in
health.

Congratulations are extended to Alton
A. Austin and wife (Miss Grace Grant) of
Kumford Falls, on the arrival of a daughter, and to Norman Dow and wife (Miss
Laura A. Whitmore) of Ellsworth, on the
arrival of

several

Stonington opera house is being reand a new story added, with ventilators, which will make it much more i
comfortable.
The

paired

a son.

Riverview Rebekah lodge entertained
Mizpah Rebekah lodge of Winterport

April 27,

anniversary
vice-president

the

Rev. Daniel Pelley and family left for
The !
Corinth, their new home, May 1.
Stonington Methodist church has not as
yet been supplied.

of

twentieth

of
Riverview lodge. The
Rebekah assembly of Maine, Mrs. Virginia Holbrook, of Bangor, and G. M.
Ellery Bowden, of Winterport, were presthe

Job G. Goss and wife celebrated their

golden wedding April 29, receiving

ent, and added much to the enjoyment of
the evening. The visiting lodge conferred
the

degree

ing

manner.

on

Supper

was

served

Calley and wife, of the telephone
central, are visiting friends at Bar Harbor.

Friday

son

Miss

roads and

was

a

May

Maine rail-

Brother-

The death of Miss Mary Higgins Monwas a great shock to a wide

day morning
munity.

Miss

to the entire
had

Higgins

several years of heart

trouble,

com-

suffered

it

but

for
was

'Sibrrtiscmcnts

is Often Unnatural.
An extra bard day’s work may tire
you. But if the close of every day
finds you worn and weary—your system needs a TOXIC.
“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine taken

ing”.

Webb

substituting

and

Miss

during

Ruby
their

Nihil.

3.

Two Pictures.
One man walks solemnly, with puckered brow and eyes cost down, thinking of a thousand frets, dreading toAnmorrow and regretting yesterday.
other laughs and whistles, careless in
every step and gesture, looking at the
trees and the flowers and the white
clouds and the blue sky—looking, above
all, at human faces, and making them
smile back at him. Which of these
Which
men do you think is the wiser?
is more like you?—Youth’s Companion.

THAT “TIRED FEELING"

daily,

are

Didn't Like the Method.
Jean longed for a kitten with all her
heart but her mother was not fond of
cats, so she was not allowed to have i
one in spite of her eager pleadings. At
length it became necessary for Jean to
go to the hospital for an operation. "1
will make a bargain with you. Jean.”
“if you will be a :
said her mother,
brave little girl about having your operation you shall have the very nicest
kitten 1 can Bud."
Jean climbed upon the operating table and took the ether without a struggle. As she came out from under the
influence of the anaesthetic and began
to realize how sick and wretched she
felt the nurse leaned over to catch her
first spoken word. "What a bum way
to get a cat!”—Delineator.

hood of Trainmen.

circle of friends and

drives away that “tired feelIt has helped Xew England

folks earn the name of being “tireless
workers”, and Mrs. Brown's letter

Totting Silk.
The best way to test silk is to cut off
tonic.
If it burns
a small piece and burn it.
West Farmington, Me.:
! out quickly, leaving a clear, crisp, gray
“As my mother, Mrs. Smith, is ash. the silk is pure, but if it smolders
writing in praise of your ‘L. I.’ and leaves a heavy reddish brown ash
Atwood’s Medicine, I, too, would like it has been treated with chemicals and
! will not wear well.—Exchange.
to
you that I think it one of the
best household remedies.
I consider
Workt Both Wtys.
it one of the best tonics on the
“They bore ODe. these society calls.
market.”
don't you know,” declared the young
(Signed) Mrs. Ida Brown. lady. “They bore one.”
The big Bottle costs only 35 cents.
] "Sometimes they bore two." respuodTrial Bottle FREE.
! ea the young man. taking the hint and
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, likewise his departure.—Louisville Coui rier-Joumal.
Me.
tells why it has become their favorite

j

telj

|

Worth Crowing Abe at
Comparison of
using

results and

and after

profits before

Poultry
Regulator

Pkga. C5c, 50c, 60c, fl.00;

15

lb.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or 1U..

you a

Jack

Pratts Lice Killer. Powder—2Sc and 50c. Also*
Spring necessity. Sure death to ail dangerous vermin,
Kef use substitutes; insist on Pratts.
Got Pratta

160 page

Poultry Book

Merrill & Hinckley, Bluehill, Me.
Whitcomb, Ilaynes & Co., Ellsworth Falls, Me.

G. A. 1’archer, Ellsworth, Me
Dunbar Bros. Sullivan, Me.

Stick a Pin in This;_
attach it to

a

$1 bill, after

coupon is filled out, and

mail it to The Ellsworth American.
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American, Ellsworth,

Enclosed find
The Ellsworth

$1

for

American,

eight
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...

Subscription
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At dusk the Appleton home was in a
Dell Pearson faced her father across |
Her face was pale frenzy of excitement. They had lieen
the library table.
searching for Dell Pearson for four
and resolute, and her eyes shone
hours, and no sign of her had been
strangely.
discovered.
Mr. Appleton had telecansaid
she
“Father,"
flnnly, “you
phoned to the mounted police and ask1
Forest
me
not make
marry Hugo
ed for assistance, and a searching paragainst my will. I am of age. and even ! ty had set forth to look for the lost
me
$500.- girl.
If Cousin Fortescne did leave
(XX) with the understanding that l was
The little file of mounted policemen
to marry the son of his old friend I
trailed out of the avenue and separatwould forfeit the money rather than ed.
The troopers, under orders from
marry « man whom I do not love!"
their captain, rode down to distant
“Bravo, my dear!" smiled her father points on the road with the intention
approvingly. “While $500,000 is not to of beating back through the forest.
be sneezed at in these mercenary days, Of course there was a limit to the disstill I'd rather have my girl mnrry a tance the girl might have traveled,
man who, though penniless, has very
and the captain had taken this Into
For himself he had
much the making of a man in him consideration.
than n good for nothing gilded fool. chosen the piece of snow covered
Of course Fortescue has hinted that country acroas which Dell had skimwhich ever one of the two beneficiaries med so blithely on her new snowshoes.
And so it was the captain of them
under his singular will declines to
marry the other, according to his stip- all who came tearing up the avenue
ulations, that one will forfeit his and into the Appleton home with n si
lent white burden in his strong arms
money.”
“I am glad that my refusal to marry He had applied restoratives as soon ns
Mr. Forest will not affect his enjoy- he discovered the girl, and she had
ment of his $500,000.” Dell sighed re- opened her eyes upon him once and
smiled drowsily before trying to reltevedlv.
His An- sume her sluml>er.
Mr. Pearson smiled dryly.
Dell was revived, and before the capger tapped an open letter under Ills
tain departed Mr. Appleton insisted
hand.
that he come to dinner the next evenlour ieeiin.es are
very creuiiame.
ing.
my clear, and I am sure that young
lie accepted the Invitation, and it was
Forest would appreciate your position,
not until he had departed that the Aponly”— lie hesitated such a lone time !
at one another and
became
that
Pell
impatient and pletous looked
laughed.
him.
prompted
“We don't even know His nnme,”
‘‘Only?**
cried. "But lie'll come all right,”
“Only, you see. Hugo Forest refuses the.v
addl'd young Toni Appleton sagely.
lie exto sell himself for $500,000.
“He's struck all of a heap with Hell.
You \
presses himself very delicately.
Any one could see that with half an
may read his letter, ray dear.”
eye! Jove, hut he's a big chap! They
“Well, it is settled, then, daddy.
Bay he’s brave and has no end of medAnd I atn .clad that you are worth a
als.”
few millions yourself so that 1 am not
The next evening Hell was well
rauslnc you any distress by going my
enough to come down to dinner, and
own sweet way.”
it was with a faint stirring of interest
Mr. Pearson looked at her keenly.
that she awaited the coming of the
“And if I told you that my millions
captain who had found her In the
had dwindled to a bare hundred thou
snow.
She remenitiored a dark, strong
Band in the last year, daughter?” he
face bending alsive her own. and she
questioned gravely.
had felt a strange confidence In him
Pell casped faintly.
as he picked her up in his strong arms
“Paddy rearson—that changes the with a murmured word of
pity and
matter entirely- If you need It in your J
carried her home.
business”— She suddenly faltered and 1
Dell was alone in the room when Mr.
blushed mid hid her fare on his shoulfrom the library,
came in
“If you need it I could marry Appleton
dor.
where he had been entertaining the
unless
do.”
but
not
father,
him,
you
Hell in her
since his arrival.
“I wouldn't have you furnish me captain
white evening gown looked very lovely
with money in that manner.” said
ns she arose and held out her hand to
James Pearson, smoothing back the
her rescuer.
lie appeared more of a
fair hair from her broad forehead and
giant than ever in his well fitting evenblue
her
into
true,
eyes.
looking deep
ing clothes, and she wondered u little
“We can get along without the Forns Mr. Appleton made the introduction.
forwe
tescue money.
And, besides,
“Hell, let me present Captain Forest.
get that Master Forest has declined the
Captain, 1 am sure Miss Pearson will
honor!”
want to thank you for saving her life.”
Pella blushed scarlet
Forest?” faltered Dell
“Captain
How stupid of me!
“Of course!
And if wondering.
Well, the incident is closed.
“And—Dell Pearson? Is it possible
evil times have fallen on the business,
are James Pearson's daughter?”
daddy, please tell me how to econo- you
asked the amar-eil policeman.
mize.”
“Yes—and—oh, dear, but it's very
“I’ve thought it over. We must lop
bubbled Dell.
off all the motorcars save the limousine amusing.”
“Permit me to say that it's not amusand your runabout. We must close up
ing to me. It’s a serious matter,” corthe house and lease it for a year, fur“I—I hope you
rected the captain.
nished. while I make that business
didn't see that letter I wrote to your
trip abroad. When I return we will father."
stop at a hotel until the year is up.
"I did,” admitted Dell as he came
Cousin Madeline will be glad to come
nnd sat beside her on the sofa, “and
I'd like to take
on and chaperon you.
I want to tell you how much father
you abroad with me, but Fll confess
and I liked the letter.”
it would add mightily to my expenses.”
Captain Forest frowned nnd bit his
“Don't mind; I’ve decided In an instant what to do with myself during lip.
“It was a hard ietter to write,” he
your absence.”
said at last, "but if—if I had known
“And what is that. Miss Indepeud
you first—well, pardon me. Miss Pearence?” asked Pearson, kissing her pink
son. but I must tell you the rest anear.
other time.”
“I’m going to Pig Horn to pay a long
Del IS Heart was nattering curiously.
prorated visit to the Appletons.”
hud enterThe remainder of the

printed

on

your

paid

receipt)

Rapid Transit via
Indian Motocycles
When you own an Indian you possess your own
railroad or trolley line. You are independent of schedules. You can make your own time-tables—start when
as fast as you like.
you please—ride as far and
Indian
on
an
you have the assurance of
Mounted
ample power, perfect brake control, absolute ease over
the roughest roads and trustworthiness of every mechanical part.
The Indian Twin Motor has a reserve power that
is equal to any demand that can he made upon it. “A
twist of the wrist” gives you instantly any speed from
4 to 60 miles per hour. The smooth-acting Cradle
Spring Frame, the greatest comfort feature ever deAll
vised, absorbs all road shocks and vibrations.
models are equipped with footboards.

MOTOCYCLES
FOR 1914
The new Indian model* for 1914
retain the many mechanical and
comfort feature* which have given
the Indian the supremacy it enjoya
In addition they emtoday.
body many new points of excellence.

Chief among the 38 Betterment*
for 1914 is a complete practical
electric equipment consisting of
electric head light, electric tail
light, electric signal, storage hatteriea and rear-drive speedometer,
fitted to all standard Indian model*.

Wherever you ride Indian Dealer Service is alwaye at your call.

A. E. Crabtree,

Agent, Hancock, Ale.

QUARTERED
Dining Suit,

OAK

fr/O
ifc,

freight prepaid

|Q

IW

j

|

1 hi* handsome Dining Room Suit Is the acini* of value, beauty *n«l uppendability. Each piece is nnulr of sturdy oak stock ami 1* design*-*! for tine
I’he bullet has a 45 in. top of beautifully llakeit wool; graced by
appearance.
a full length beveled mirror; has swelled front top drawers and contain* usual
bullet appointments. The 42 in. table extends to ti ft. and has heavy p< desUl
and legs ending in claw feet. Six chairs made of <|uartere«l oak; w »• H braced
and roddeil and seats upholstered In genuiue leather.
Ail pieces tiulshed in
a rich lasting golden.
This is one of the many bargains shown in our newly Issued IJK* IIOl’SKFURNISHING CATALOGUE. This large book pictures furniture for each
and every room, stoves, ranges, curtains, etc.
Upholstering materials of all
sorts are listed, and in a sense this Mg book brings our store directly into your
home. Send for this wonderful MONEY SAVING I1AKGA1N CATALOGUE.
A postal brings It.

i

Warehouses, Hates Street.

—

party
and they were waiting

pail tn.50

the gwat tonic and conditioner—is snre to make
permanent friend cf all Pratts Products.

2

!

present.

absence.

and

of Ira Harriman.

member of the

Christine

Small

He leaves besides his father, a widow and
two children, three sisters—Mrs. Hutchins.
Mrs. Vanderker, of New York, and Miss
.Laura Harriman, of Bangor, and one
Mr.
brother, Howard, of Bucksport.
Harriman had been in the employ of the
Maine Central and Boston

were

Elmer

taken to the home of his sister, Mrs.
Earle Hutchins, where the funeral was
held Saturday, Rev. A. B. McAllister officiating. Mr. Harriman was a former resi-

Bucksport,

friends.

6 and

were

dent of

many

at

The remains of Elmer A. Harriman, who
Somerville, Mass., the result of a
arrived here

their

About

died in

accident,

fifty

pleas-

refreshments after work.

railroad

from

gratulations

con-

a

three candidates in

Romance !

•
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fish store

Mr. Lawrence, of Lubec, is in town. His I
canning shop opened May 1, with a few

Snowman, formerly

a

By CLARISSA MACKIE

of
wife,
Augustin Heywood and
Worcester, Mass., arrived Friday, called
Mrs. John Beverage, of Tbomaston, is
by the serious illness of Mr. Heywood’e ; the guest of Mrs. Orra Roney.
mother, Mrs. Bertha Heywood.
Stephen McDonald and Arthur Spofford
News was received here to-day of the
have recently bought motor cycles.
man, widow of Fred
of Bucksport.
The

"I'll cross this field to the trees, and
then I'll go home. Alice will be surprised to find how well l hate learned
by myself,” thought Hell proudly as
she skimmed over the snow with all
an amateur's heedless enjoyment of
the treacherous snowslmes.
Before she reached the forest the
ground Inclined sharply to a deep gulDell was upon the briuk before
ly.
she realized the danger. Then it was
too late.
Her shoe caught In a half
covered root, and she plunged down to
the bottom of the gully, where she lay
unconscious while the snow drifted silently over her like a pale blanket.

weeks ago that she was
up her work of dressmak-

ed the room,
I!Iff Horn was n large town iu A1
the summons to dinner. There was a
berta. and the Appleton*, who were hustle of arrival In the hall and presCanadians and old friends of the Pear
ently James Pearson was announced.
sons. welcomed Pell into the large
When the confusion of ills greeting
family with a cordiality that brought was over he explained that for busitears to the girl's eyes.
ness reasons lie had been obliged to
“Now that winter is coming on you postpone his trip fur another mouth,
will enjoy all our snow sports.” prom- and he had come to join hlj daughter
ised Alice ns she lingered in Dell's among the Canadian snows.
It was after dinner, while the men
room before going to bed that first
night. "We have a line slide beyond of the party were on their way to join
Father had it built, the ladies in the drawing room, when
the pine forest.
it's a mile a ltd a half to the bottom. Captain Forest laid a hand on Mr.
Wait until we have another heavy Pearson’s sleeve.
■'Pardon me. sir,” be said with his
snowfall and a good freeze after it!"
"I am wondering if I may
1 can wait
laughed Dell, snuggling quiet smile,
retract the terms of the letter X sent
under the eiderdown comfortables.
But when snpw came the very next to you.”
"Why?” asked Pearson with Yankee
day she could baldly wait for Alice to
finish her music lesson and give her a directness.
"Because I’ve changed my mind,”
first lesson on walking with snowreturned Forest
shoes.
"And you desire to marry for the
So Dell, who was adventurous, put
Forteseue fortune?” rapped out Pearcoson the pretty white tobogganing
son with a twinkle in his eyes.
tume of white angora which she had
"Not exactly, sir. I wish to marry
provided, tossed a white fox stole for love, and I’m afraid I'm going to
about her throat and. swinging snowget tangled up in that money after all,”
shoes over her shouldei set forth in admitted the
captain, “if I should be
the midst of the snowst >rm.
successful in my wooing.”
When she was out (<f sight of the
"Ah!” smiled Pearson understandinghouse, where no one cf uld observe her ly, for he had read their telltale eyes
ridiculous maneuvers, she slipped on across the dinner table.
the broad shoes and made her way on
So it happened that the terms of the
the crust of new inow among the Forteseue will were carried out to the
of
back
tP&
house.
trees
pine
letter in spite of the fact that the inDeli terested parties married for love alone.
The sport was fascinating.
la
time.
The
the
>se
of
forgot
quite
And In addition James Pearson gained
location was Strang-, and she took no a son, such a son ns he had always
heed, and presently she took a wrong yearned for, and Dell won the man of
turning, lost her boatings and came to her dreams, and Forest himself took to
an open tract of unbroken snow borhis manly heart his ideal woman whom
dered on three sides by forest.
he bad found in the snow.

i
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Bradford, Conant & Co., LE™*™N'
Retail Store, 199-20:1 Lisbon
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GAVE HER DRINKING
HUSBAND ANOTHER CHANCE
How

a

Wife Who Was About to Seek
Restored to

She had left her borne and was on her
way down town to seek a divorce. Her
ground tor a legal divorce was not un-

Only

I usual.

a

heartache aud

loving husband weaned Irom home

a once

and

wile with

a

duty by

a

Divorce Was

Happiness.
3ud
than a year have bad p- *
in their home-the w:f»* is* the
urt
who headed for the dn r..
the husband is the man who w a* given
‘•another chance” and the N« il Treatment.
He would not traae the r< -tilts of
those three days for a fortune.
This man, like many others, wa-thorwith alcohol, as fie had
oughly
been drinking heavily for men than 31
yeara. Thia poison in the system causes
:
wbat is generally called “craving
The Neal Treatment a t*
quor apatite”.
elnni"
as an antidote to this
poison ami
nates it from the
and thus defor

more

happiness
woman

—

excessive drinking can fully
| understand.
poisoned
Very often this man promised to stop
but
failed
to
do
drinking,
so
!
only for
j short intervals, then he would return
! to drink. Thought of separation was distasteful, but the wife, distracted, started
system
! for her attorney’s office, determined to stroys the appetite.
Those afflicted with the drug habit can
start proceedings for a divorce.
j
also find relief at the Neal Institute.
As the car trolleyed along, a
newspaper While under treatment the patients are
“The
Neal
ad.,
Institute,” caught her eye. not denied their usual drink or drug a‘
She read of men who had been
long-time any time they may desire it, but they
r^cal
slaves of drink, and who in three days, not desire it after a few doses of the They
Treatment have been administered.
through the administration of the Neal are never placed under restraint.
treatment, had become masters of themCompare the Neal Three-Day Treatment

with the old gradual reduction methods,
suffer; with their long drawn out pain and
Then the memories of her own
early ing, confinement and frequent relapses
married life came to brighten the shadows ! (the latter due to the extreme weakness
following such a long period of sufferings
of the present.
“Why not,” she asked j and
you will realize w hy the Neal Treatherself, “why not give him this last ment is bo successful.
chance? He was good to me before he beWe would be pleased to take the matter
of treatment up with all those who are incame a‘good fellow’ and drank
to every- j
terested. Call or write for our free boo*^
health
and
his
body’s
own misery and
let aud literature. Kindly state whether
nav
mine. I’ll do it.” To the Neal Institute your case is
liquor or drugs. Open
and night. The Portland, Maine, institute
she went, and confided her grief to
the
Woodis located at 147 Pleasant avenue,
physician, and asked, “Can he be saved?” fords
Station; telephone 4216-Adverj
In Portland to-day there is a
couple who tisement.

selves.

Dig Keduction

!F u R

in

prices on

c OATS

DAVID FRIEND
All kinds of

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
CorritpondiKI Solicittd.
P. 0. Box 7.

repairing promptly done ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

no. Carolina

Farms.

If you want . grain,
gr.,a ,nd »tock farm:
tobacco farm or . combtn.tion
farm write me
wanto.
your
Splendid laud at rea.onable
price*. Poultry farming pay. here

Edw. M.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.

Linville,

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor

Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
Estey
Building, 87-11* Ellsworth.
Kernersville, N. C.
Telephone
■

